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PET(4)-01-12 p1a 

P-03-136 Parking in the Heath and Birchgrove areas of 
Cardiff 

 
Petition wording 
 
We would ask the Welsh National Government to: 

 
1. Advise the Cardiff and Vale NHS trust to: 
 

• provide sufficient parking on site for its staff and visitors 
by seeking suitable areas for hospital parking on site and 
on land such as the derelict area north of the allotments 
opposite Heath Hospital on the other side of Eastern 
Avenue 

 
• decentralise some of the services already on the Heath site 

and 
 

• cease selling hospital land in Cardiff and the surrounding 
area for housing. 

 
2. Recommend Cardiff County Council to: 
 

• refuse planning permission for further development on 
the Heath Hospital site unless a unit is removed from the 
site which has an equal traffic impact 

 
• discourage multi-occupation development in the area and 

 
• introduce limited time parking in streets within walking 

distance of Heath hospital. 
 
3. Consider within the Assembly the introduction of a system 
which would allow local groups to appeal to the Assembly when 
the council gives planning permission for a development which 
residents consider will exacerbate the problem of parking in the 
area. 
 

Petition raised by: Cllr. Ron Page 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: 22 May 2008 
 
Number of signatures: 500+ 
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PET(4)-01-12 p1b 
 
P-03-221 Improved NHS Chiropody Treatment 
 
Petition wording: 
We the Cynon Valley 50 plus Older People’s Forum wish to present a 
petition for improved Chiropody Service (footcare) to be available on 
the NHS especially for Older People who are housebound in the RCT 
area: 

Please sign our petition  

Petition raised by: Cynon Valley 50 plus Older People’s Forum 
 

Petition first considered by Committee: 9 June 2009 
 
Number of signatures: 49 
 

Supporting information: 
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PET(4)-01-12 p1c 

P-03-222 National Osteoporosis Society 

 
Petition Wording 

 
The National Osteoporosis Society calls upon the National Assembly 
for Wales to urge the Welsh government to fully implement the Falls 
and Fractures Standard in the National Service Framework for Older 
People, ensuring that patients with and at risk of fragility fractures are 
identified, assessed and treated by Fracture Liaison Services (FLS) in all 
of the new Local Health Boards. We would like a FLS to be linked to 
every hospital that receives fragility fractures, and ask that the Welsh 
government insists upon universal provision of FLS’s across the NHS in 
Wales 

 
Petition raised by: National Osteoporosis Society 7 July 2009 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: 7 July 2009 
 
Number of signatures: 22 
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PET(4)-01-12 p2a 

P-04-351 Recall LDP’s 

 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh government 
to recall all Local Development Plans across Wales and to scrap the use of 
population projections issued by the Statistical Directorate that are used to 
inflate housing numbers in local development plans. We call for all LDPs at 
whatever stage of development to be halted immediately in order to bring 
the level of housing growth in line with genuine local needs. 

We the undersigned view all LDPs guided by the Welsh Government’s 
population projections as ill thought out, fundamentally flawed and 
detrimental to the communities of Wales. 

This type of planning is not sustainable, is not needed and is not wanted by 
the people of Wales. In order to halt the damage that is already being done 
and to prevent further irreversible damage and devastation to our 
communities, environment and identity across Wales, we appeal to the Welsh 
Government to intervene immediately. 

 

Petition raised by: Councillor Carrie Harper 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 2,471 

 
Supporting information: 

WAG’s population projection formula is fundamentally flawed, relying heavily 
on trends of past in migration into Wales and not taking into account the 
issue of affordability. The use of this formula continues to lead to 
unnaturally high levels of housing and population growth which will be 
implemented via our LDPs. The implications of implementing such plans are 
huge, affecting many aspects of life across the country: 
Identity and human rights (in terms of Welsh identity, language, culture, 
character and expression). Environmentally (in terms of sustainability, 
ecology, natural habitat and the built environment) and societal 
sustainability (in terms of demographics, economics, politics and 
communities).  
 
Local authorities have stated publicly they are fearful of deviating to any 

great extent from the figures issued by the WAG for fear of having their LDPs 

found ‘unsound’ by the Planning Inspectorate. This ensures that local 

opinion is sidelined during the LDP preparation process and our elected 
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representatives are left struggling to challenge unsustainable levels of 

housing growth. 
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PET(4)-01-12 p3a 

P-04-352 Save Roath Steam Laundry 
 
Petition wording: 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 

save Roath Steam Laundry.  Built in 1898, Roath Steam Laundry at 33 

Marlborough Road is a unique landmark building adjacent to the Roath Mill 

Gardens Conservation Area. We, the undersigned, object to the demolition of 

this building which would lead to the further decimation of Cardiff’s 

architectural and social heritage. Roath Steam Laundry should be conserved 

for the benefit of the whole community and should become an amenity 

which all could be proud of. 

 

Petition raised by: Dave Green 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 145 
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PET(4)-01-12 p4a 

P-04-353 Anti-hate crime campaign in Wales 
 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to condemn the rise in 
learning disability hate-crime and to urge the Welsh Government to create 
policies which challenge the negative perception of the value of people with 
a learning disability in Wales today. 
 

Petition raised by: Wayne Crocker 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 336 
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PET(4)-01-12 p5a 

P-04-354 Public statement of support for Bradley Manning 
 
Petition wording: 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to issue a public statement of 
support for Welsh/US citizen Bradley Manning. 
 

Petition raised by: Rev Christopher Trefor Davies 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 90 
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PET(4)-01-12 p6a 

P-04-355 Cymru not Wales 
 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to formally drop the name “Wales & Welsh”. Wales comes from the Anglo-
saxon word Waleas meaning "foreigner" We find this word insulting and that 
our nation should only be known as its original name ‘Cymru’ (land of 
comrades or countrymen).After over a thousand years of being called 
“foreigner” well feel its time this degrading word should be relinquished. 
 

Petition raised by: Dennis Morris 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 119 
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PET(4)-01-12 p7a 

P-04-356 A Call to Review the Issues Set Out in the 2007 
Report on Football in Wales 
 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to review the issues set out in 
the 2007 Culture, Welsh Language and Sport Committee report ‘Football in 
Wales – a review’ 
 
In March 2011 the people of Wales overwhelmingly voted for more powers to 
be devolved to Wales. One of these areas was sport and recreation. We call 
upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to use 
these powers that they did not have in 2007 and review the original report. 
The FAW needs to be accountable to the people of Wales and provide value 
for money to the people of Wales. We want the Welsh Government to work 
with the FAW and FIFA to ensure that this happens. 
 

Petition raised by: Stuart Evans 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 96 
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PET(4)-01-12 p8a 

P-04-357 Allocating social housing in Wales 
 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to address the flawed system for allocating social housing in Wales. 
 
At present, a person who has never visited Wales can qualify for social 
housing ahead of someone born and bred in Wales. This is due to the points 
system giving preference to the homeless, those in unfit accommodation, 
those recently released from institutions, etc. 
 
At first glance, commendable; but when applied on a UK basis we see an 
endless stream of people with ‘problems’ from outside Wales denying Welsh 
people social housing and, too often, blighting Welsh communities. 
 
To remedy this problem we call on the Welsh Government to introduce a 
period of five-years’ residency in Wales before anyone qualifies for social 
housing, exempting only political refugees and others escaping persecution. 
 

Petition raised by: Royston Jones 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 115 

Supporting Information: 

Earlier this year members of a paedophile gang were given long jail 

sentences at Swansea Crown Court. This gang was housed in Kidwelly by the 

Gwalia Housing Group. But why was this gang, originally from London, and 

with previous convictions, ever inflicted on a small Welsh town? 

Regrettably, the Kidwelly case is one of many examples of known criminals 

and other undesirables being housed in Wales. Leading to a growing 

suspicion that Wales is being used as a dumping ground by English local 

authorities and other agencies. Aided by bodies within Wales receiving 

premium payments for housing such people.                     

Given that social housing providers are both registered with and funded by 

the Welsh Government, the time has surely come to review the rôle, 

responsibilities and funding of Welsh social housing providers. 
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PET(4)-01-12 p9a 

P-04-359 Problems with the NHS For The Deaf 

 
Petition wording: 

We the undersigned call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the 
Welsh Government to provide a better service for the hearing impaired (H.I.) 
in the NHS. 
 

Petition raised by: Lisa Catherine Winnett 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 10 January 2012 

Number of signatures: 68 

Supporting Information: 

If a deaf person wished to contact their GP surgery to book an appointment, 

they are unable to do so, as Doctors surgery’s don’t have a mobile phone 

text service (Most H.I. don’t use text phone, they use mobile phone). When 

they receive a letter from the Health Board asking them to telephone to book 

and appointment with a specialist, they are unable to as there are no 

facilities for them. When attending a hospital appointment, there is no loop 

system service for them, so that they can hear and answer questions. They 

say that they can arrange a translator. We have tried accessing this service to 

no avail. When in hospitals and Doctors’ surgeries, H.I. people cannot hear 

when called, as there are no viewing boards for them to read that they can 

now go into the Doctors room. Staff 99.99% of the time never speak to the 

H.I. patient, they always speak to the translator. Lack of Deaf awareness is a 

problem. As sign language is an H.I. person’s 1st language, English is a 

foreign language, and a H.I. persons English is very layman’s. By 

implementing these changes, it would help with NHS targets, for example 

lower consultation times, correct diagnosis, saving repeated consultation 

time. It would help the H.I. with their independence, give them privacy when 

talking to a Doctor or Nurse. Banks and Post Offices have these services, so 

why doesn’t the NHS have them. 
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Information supplied by the petitioner 

The total number of deaf people in the UK aged 16-60 is 8,945,00. The total 
number of deaf children in the UK aged 0-16 is 34,000. The total number of 
deaf people in the UK over the age of 60 is 6,471,000. It is estimated that 1 in 
7 people are deaf. 

I have personally managed to negotiate a great price for the purchase of 
portable Loop Sytems. This firm supplied the Post Offices, and Bank in the UK 
with mobile Loop Systems. The price he has quoted me is £59.95 plus VAT & 
delivery per unit. Therefore the cost we are asking for to implement these 
changes in Wales is £151,074.00 inc VAT but plus delivery. The break down of 
this figure is as follows. 

 1. 475,000 over 16 year old deaf people in Wales 

2. 520 GP Surgery's in Wales (1 Portable Loop System per Surgery) 

3. 158 Hospitals in Wales (10 portable Loop Systems per Hospital) 

4. Cost per deaf person in Wales to implement these changes is only 31p. 

Obviously this cost can be brought down, as some Doctor's surgery's already 
have these in place, but many Doctor's Surgery's that I questioned didn't know 
how to use them! 

 By implementing these changes, it would help to lower consultation time, for 
example  

1. Better communication with the patient (not having to use a chaperone). 
Therefore a faster consultation 

2. Better Diagnosis, as the Hearing Impaired person can understand better what 
the Doctor/Nurse is asking them, therefore this will help reduce multi 
appointments for the same problem, due to communication problems.  

3. It will help stop the problems that the Hearing Impaired have with lip reading 
medical professionals that originated from a different country to the UK, as 
their lip pattern is totally different to a UK person, and totally un readable for a 
hearing Impaired person. 

4. When you request a chaperone, (in our personal experience) one doesn't turn 
up, as the hospital has forgot to ask for one. One isn't available for an 
emergency appointment.  
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5. Help with A&E appointments, especially when time is a major factor after an 
accident on wether a person lives or not. (Should have fixed loop systems in 
A&E) 

6. Young female hearing impaired girls who want privacy to talk to their doctor 
about personal matters, they don't want to have a member of their family with 
them, they should have the freedom that a hearing young girl would have to 
talk about private problems with a doctor. 

7. Hearing aids pick up background noise and over ride a person speaking to 
them, with using a Loop System, they can hear the person talking to them, and 
no back ground noise. 

These moblie Loops Systems units, are only a little bit bigger than a piece of A4 
paper, therefore they will not take up much storage space in a Doctors Sugery 
or Hospital. 

The other thing that we are asking for is a mobile text service and email service 
be provided for the Hearing Impaired to make appointment with their Doctor or 
Hospital. Yes there is such a thing as type talk and minicom, but the very large 
majority of the hearing impaired, DO NOT use this service. Type talk is very 
impersonal for the hearing impaired and also the recipient of the telephone call, 
as you have to talk to an unknown 3rd party, plus our experience of this is not 
very good, as the profoundly deaf persons spelling isnt very good, and the 3rd 
party struggles to understand. Text is better for the hearing impaired, due to 
being able to abbreviate words (text talk slang) the person. The hearing 
impaired always has to rely on someone to make appointments for them, which 
is taking their independence away from them. For example when your GP refers 
you to a hospital specialist, you receive a letter asking you to telephone to 
make an appointment, there are no facilities on this system for a hearing 
impaired person to make this appointment. This is so frustrating and it also 
knocks their self esteam, as they are unable to do simple everyday things for 
themselves, things that we take for granted. 

With today's modern communications, why isn't a mobile text service or email 
available? This service would help almost 15 million Hearing Impaired people in 
the UK. 
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PET(4)-01-12 p10a 

P-03-227 Against the Proposed Metrix Access Road in 
Llanmaes 

 

Petition wording 
We the residents of Llanmaes, Millands Park, and the surrounding rural 
areas object to: 

• The proposed new northern access road for the proposed 
Defence Technical College  

• The proposed new Tremains Farm housing estate 

Objections to the above are for the following reasons: 

1. it involves the destruction of green field site when brown field 
sites are available  

2. it will create considerable noise, light and dust pollution  
3. it will incur substantial ecological damage. 

Petition raised by: Llanmaes Community Council 
 
First considered by the Committee:  June 2009  
 
Number of signatures: 416 

Supporting information: 
As residents of Llanmaes we wish to submit the attached petition 
signed by 416 members of the community. These include signatures 
from all but six of the residences in the village, Millands Park and the 
community area.  

Our concerns are particularly about the proposed Northern Access 
Road and the Service Family Housing Development, both of which are 
located on Greenfield sites, when there are many underused 
Brownfield sites available in the area. In addition, a new road in this 
position is unnecessary and difficult to justify, with alternative, less 
disturbing, options available.  

These developments will have a major impact on our community, 
resulting in a trebling of the number of residences within Llanmaes. 
The lives of residents of Millands Park will be profoundly affected by 
the new road which will be adjacent to their homes. The road and 
housing development will also have major ecological and amenity 
implications for the community as a whole.  

We address the petition to you as First Minister of the Welsh Assembly 
Government as we understand that these proposals and funding for 
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the road stem from the relevant departments of the WAG rather than 
from the Metrix consortium. 
We would ask your planners to reconsider the possibility of locating 
the Access road via an enlargement of the West Gate entrance to the 
existing base. This would avoid the destruction of green field sites, the 
considerable traffic disruption and the noise and visual pollution. In 
addition it is likely to be less costly.  
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PET(4)-01-12 p10b 

P-03-252 Opposing RAF St Athan Northern Access Road 
(Boverton Residents) 

Petition wording 
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh 
Government to amend its plans for the proposed Defence Technical 
Academy at St Athan so that no northern access road is constructed 
and that the green field sites at Tremain's Farm, Picketston and Eglwys 
Brewis are preserved. 

This would take into account the views of 95% of the 395 individuals 
consulted in Boverton. 

Petition raised by: Boverton Residents 
 
First considered by the Committee: October 2009  
 
Number of signatures: This petition was raised by Boverton  
Residents, and it collected 3 signatures.  In addition, the petitioner 
collected 377 signatures for an associated petition. 
 

Supporting information:  
Whilst we have no objection in principle to the regeneration of the 
airfield site, we believe it should be within current airfield boundaries. 
We further believe that the development should utilise current access 
routes, as have been used since 1938. No new road should be built to 
the detriment of local residents, particularly those residing in 
Boverton, or indeed those of surrounding areas, who will have to 
suffer adverse effects resulting from increased traffic and loss of 
amenity. These will include an unacceptable increase in traffic related 
and light pollution in addition to an unacceptable loss of green field 
sites. Nor should the taxpayers of Wales bear the imposition of such 
an unessential cost burden.  
 
We believe that development outside the current airfield boundary is 
contrary to the principles of The Sustainable Development Scheme of 
the Welsh Assembly and Vale of Glamorgan UDP policies. We also 
consider that once the road and Service Family Accommodation are 
constructed precedent will be established for future development, the 
road providing access for the purpose.  
 
Quotes from the report by the Vale of Glamorgan Planning and 
Transportation Department:  

‘Road Traffic: As there are planned new roads and junction 
improvements associated with the development and the development is 
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likely to lead to an increase in road traffic on the existing roads in the 
local area, emissions from road traffic in the area could also increase’. 

 
‘predicted to experience a noticeable change in traffic flows and 
increases in ambient noise from traffic on new development roads 
affecting the amenity of existing and future site occupiers in close 
proximity’. 
  
‘The existing dwellings that would lie closest to the NAR and remaining 
SFA sites are those at Millands Caravan Park, Millands Farm, Old 
Froglands, Froglands Farm, Splott House, Rose Cottage and Oaklands.’ 

 
Thus, there is clear recognition that there will be a significant increase 
in traffic and consequent environmental pollution. 
 
Residences to the north/north-west of Boverton adjacent to the 
B4265, Monmouth Way, Denbigh Drive, Cardigan Crescent and 
Harding Close in particular, lie less than 60 metres from the proposed 
access road junction and 30 metres from the B4265 which will carry all 
additional local traffic. They are closer to the proposed junction than 
any of the sites referred to. They will be the most adversely affected of 
any in proximity to the development. 
 
It has to be remembered that these areas already experience a degree 
of pollution and, should the development proceed, will have to bear an 
unacceptable increase in all resultant pollution. There has been no 
consideration of this and it is of particular note that no conditions 
have been placed on the granting of the Planning Consent to protect 
these residents from the permanent affects of the development.  
 
It is planned to build the SFA’s, and indeed the NAR, on land 
previously designated in the plan as ‘recreational’.  The site is on 
green field land that enjoys the protection of the Assembly and Vale of 
Glamorgan policies.  Development of any description here, be it road 
or housing, will deprive the community at large of considerable 
amenity and be in contravention of these.   
 
It is also feared that since planning permission has been granted 
future development will ensue, as precedent will have been set. This 
will be of further detriment to the area. 
 
All but 9 signatories of a petition submitted to the Vale of Glamorgan 
Council Planning Committee objecting to elements of the planning 
application are residents of the area most likely to be affected.  
Ninety-five per cent of those asked to consider signing the petition did 
so with just 18 of the 395 residents contacted declining to sign the 
petition. 
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PET(4)-01-12 p11a 

P-03-318 Cross-border maternity services 

Petition wording 

We, the undersigned, note the proposal to move the consultant-led 
maternity unit, neonatal intensive care unit and child inpatient unit from the 
Royal Shrewsbury Hospital (RSH) to the Princess Royal Hospital (PRH) at 
Telford. 

We believe this would cause a great deal of hardship and stress for patients 
and their families travelling from Montgomeryshire. It would add an extra 
twenty minutes onto a journey which is already fifty minutes at best and 
ambulance response times will inevitably be significantly increased. 

It is vital that these proposals are not considered in isolation to proposals in 
Wales and that the Welsh Government adopts a strategic approach to cross 
border health issues, to ensure that the needs of patients from Mid Wales are 
fully represented in any proposals at catchment hospitals. 

We therefore call on the National Assembly to urge the Welsh Government to 
fully engage in the ‘Keeping it in the County’ consultation process, to ensure 
that patients from Mid Wales are not disadvantaged by any changes. 

Petition raised by: Mrs Helen Jervis  

Petition first considered by Committee: March 2011 

Number of signatures: 164 
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PET(4)-01-12 p12a 

P-03-308 Save Gwent Theatre 

Petition wording 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 
ensure funding is continued for Gwent Theatre. The removal of this highly 
valued resource from the communities it has served for over thirty years 
deprives young people of a significant opportunity to engage with the Arts. 

Petition raised by: George Davis-Stewart 

Petition first considered by Committee: November 2010 

Number of signatures: 1118 
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PET(4)-01-12 p12b 

P-03-311 Spectacle Theatre 

Petition wording 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 
ensure that funding continues for the award winning, Rhondda Valley-based, 
Spectacle Theatre Company. The Company has served schools and 
communities for over thirty years, and its loss will deprive people of a long-
established, invaluable resource and, therefore, future opportunities to 
engage with local theatre and drama.  

Petition raised by: Friends of Spectacle Theatre 

Petition first considered by Committee: January 2011 

Number of signatures: 2158 

Supporting information: 

The Spectacle Theatre company was established in 1979. The Arts Council of 
Wales has recently decided to cease its funding for the company, starting 
from the next financial year (April 2011).  
 
Throughout decades of engagement with schools and diverse community 
projects in Rhondda Cynon Taf and other local authorities, Spectacle Theatre 
continues to produce high-quality theatrical work that addresses challenging 
social and other important issues. The company seeks to promote and 
enhance equality and a sense of citizenship, hence contributing to 
community cohesion. It seems clear that the ethos and work of the company 
has already internalised the spirit and practice of many, relevant elements of 
the One Wales document.  
 
In a Cabinet statement on One Wales Commitments to the Arts, earlier in 
2010, the Heritage Minister, Alun Ffred Jones stated that Local communities 
matter, and providing arts for the people of Wales, wherever they live, to 
watch or participate in, is essential.  
 
Spectacle Theatre continues to achieve this aim in reality. For example, over 
the past twelve months, the company has engaged in a total of 385 
performance and workshop sessions, reaching a total of 14,329 participants, 
of which over 12,000 were schoolchildren.  
 
The Minister added,  
By laying firm foundations at home, we also ensure that we have  
high-quality arts to take abroad as part of our work to secure the  
reputation of Wales overseas.  
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Spectacle Theatre’s international credentials have already been recognised 
when, in 2007, they achieved a double-award from the Shanghai 
International Childrens’ Theatre Festival. The entry, The Lazy Ant, won both 
the best production and script prizes. The play was later toured within Wales.  
Additionally, the loss of future funding for Spectacle Theatre will not only 
threaten the jobs of its six core staff, but also the potential employment and 
broad experience offered to many theatre workers (fifty over the past year).  

Crucially, the Rhondda Valleys, already designated an area of ‘need’, 
together with other areas that the company embraces, will lose their English 
and Welsh language theatre provision for schools. Communities, too, will 
become all the more culturally impoverished if this extremely dedicated, 
professional, skilled and experienced company disbands. 
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P-03-314 Save Theatre Powys & Mid Powys Youth Theatre 

Petition wording 

Following on from the Arts Council of Wales decision to remove revenue 
funding from Theatre Powys from April 2011, we the undersigned call on the 
National Assembly for Wales to ensure Powys County Council funding is 
retained for Theatre Powys and MPYT. Failure to achieve this will result in the 
removal of both these provisions from the communities they’ve served for 
three decades; depriving young people of a significant opportunity to engage 
with the Arts. Mid Powys Youth Theatre is also one of a very small number of 
pastoral activities open to the youth of this area. 

Petition raised by: Michael Chadwick 

Petition first considered by Committee: March 2011 

Number of signatures: 1152 
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PET(4)-01-12 p13a 

P-04-339 Enforcement of Animal Welfare Standards in the 
Puppy Farming Industry in South West Wales 

Petition wording 

We call on the Welsh Assembly to urge the Welsh Government to stage an 
independent inquiry into the enforcement of animal welfare standards in the 
puppy farming industry in South West Wales. 

This intervention and independent investigation is as a result of the 
widespread abhorrence at the ease with which the licenses are issued and 
subsequent lack of enforcement. This abhorrence is creating an extremely 
negative image of Wales throughout Wales, the United Kingdom and 
internationally. It is our contention that the setting up of an independent 
inquiry is the only way forward and will go some way in restoring the 
reputation of Wales throughout the UK and Internationally. Hopefully it will 
also curtail the activities of unlicensed puppy farmers & their reprehensible 
practices. 

Petition raised by: Colin Richardson 

First considered by Committee: October 2011 

Number of signatures: 2169 
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?8)(%>-)/%%

%

2*%=8,%(8)'$%*75,%$(8)%*78*%!"##$%&'()*%?-.*8?*(<%D8);8)*7(.,75)(%D-".?5'%!'8..5.3%IP.>-)?(;(.*J%

)(38)<5.3%8.%8##'5?8*5-.%4$%*75,%,7((#%>8);()%>-)%8.%83)5?"'*")(%,7(<%-.%75,%#)(;5,(,%I=75?7%78<%

#();5,,5-.%3)8.*(<%E<(*();5.(<%>-)%83)5?"'*")(%",(E%8%>(=%;-.*7,%#)(65-",'$J/%95*7%*7(%B.-='(<3(%

*78*%7(%=8,%8')(8<$%*7(%'8)3(,*%<-3%4)((<()%,"##'$5.3%<(8'(),%8.<%#(*%,7-#,%5.%@%9%98'(,%=5*7%

#"##5(,%2%78<%;$%,",#5?5-.,%*78*%*7(%83)5?"'*")(%,7(<%=8,%'5B('$%*-%4(%",(<1%.-*%>-)%,7((#%8.<%

,*-)83(%8,%*7(%%8##'5?8*5-.%,*8*(<%4"*%>-)%8??-;;-<8*5.3%<-3,/%A75,%=8,%>-".<%*-%4(%*7(%?8,(%=7(.%

*7(%(.>-)?(;(.*%->>5?()%65,5*(<%*7(%#)(;5,(,/%%

%

A7(%,7(<%=8,%>5**(<%-"*%=5*7%?"45?'(,%>-)%<-3%4)((<5.31%?()8;5?%*5'(<%8.<%%=5*7%8"*-;8*5?%<)5.B(),%

>-)%*7(%<-3,/%%&*%*75,%*5;(%*7(%#)(;5,(,%=()(%'5?(.,(<%I'8,*%5.,#(?*5-.%%)(#-)*%KTYJ%5.%>8?*%K[K%<-3,%

?-".*(</%%2%8,B(<%*7(%P.>-)?(;(.*%S>>5?()%8>*()%75,%65,5*%*-%*7(%#)(;5,(,%7-=%;8.$%<-3,%7(%*7-"37*%

7(%;8$%786(%,((.%8.<%2%,"33(,*(<%*-%75;%KTY%<-3,1%7(%'8"37(<%8.<%,85<1%E$-"%?8.%<-"4'(%*78*%

>53")(E/%2%=8,%8,*-".<(<%8.<%5;;(<58*('$%?-.*8?*(<%*7(%<(#8)*;(.*%)(,#-.,54'(%>-)%'5?(.,5.3%*7(%

#)(;5,(,1%=7-%<(.5(<%8.$%B.-='(<3(%-)%*78*%*7(%>53")(%I<-"4'(%*7(%'5?(.?(%.";4()J%=8,%*)"(/%%2%=8,%

.-*%4('5(6(<%8.<%*-%;8B(%5*%.(?(,,8)$%>-)%*7(%D-".?5'%*-%*8B(%;(%,()5-",'$%2%,"33(,*(<%*78*%*7($%

,#(8B%*-%*7(%P.>-)?(;(.*%S>>5?()%=7-%?-"'<%?-.>5);%*-%*7(;%=78*%7(%,8=/%A7(%'5?(.,5.3%->>5?()%

,85<%7(%=-"'<%.((<%8%,*8*(;(.*%>)-;%75;%I*7(%P.>-)?(;(.*%S>>5?()J%=75?7%2%".<(),*8.<%7865.3%

,#-B(.%*-%75;%8385.%'8*()1%7(%=8,%#)(#8)(<%*-%356(/%

%

!"##$%&'()*%8,B(<%>-)%*7(%,"##-)*%->%*7(%#"4'5?%8,B5.3%*7(;%*-%=)5*(%5.%*-%*7(%D-".?5'%-4M(?*5.3%*-%

*7(%#'8..5.3%8##'5?8*5-.%-.%*7(,(%#)(;5,(,%>-)%?78.3(%->%",(%>)-;%83)5?"'*")(%*-%<-3%4)((<5.3/%%C$%

<-5.3%,-%5*%=-"'<%;(8.%*7(%8##'5?8*5-.%>-)%?78.3(%->%",(%,7-"'<%*7(.%*-%3-%4(>-)(%*7(%#'8..5.3%

?-;;5**((%)8*7()%*78.%*-%4(%<(?5<(<%".<()%<('(38*(<%#-=(),/%A7(%-4M(?*5-.,%2%4('5(6(%=()(%.(8)'$%

ZYY%4"*%*7(%8##'5?8*5-.%=8,%#8,,(<%4$%*7(%#'8..5.3%?-;;5**((%=7-%=()(%3"5<(<%4$%*7(5)%#'8..5.3%

->>5?()%*-%6-*(%>-)%8##)-68'/%%A75,%<(?5,5-.%386(%D8);8)*7(.,75)(%5*,%'8)3(,*%'5?(.,(<%48**()$%<-3%

>8);1%.-=%?-;#'(*(%=5*7%#'8..5.3%#();5,,5-.%>-)%KL[%<-3,%8.<%*7(5)%#"##5(,%8.<%.-%,*8>>%*-%?8)(%

>-)%*7(;/%A75,%5,%8%6()$%5))(,#-.,54'(%<(?5,5-.%8.<%78,%,(*%8%#)(?(<(.*%>-)%-*7(),%*-%>-''-=/%%

%

2%=8,%8,*-".<(<%*-%)(8'5,(%*7()(%=8,%8.-*7()%E.(=%,7(<E%-.%*7(%#)(;5,(,%-*7()%*78.%*7(%-.(%2%)(>()%*-%

84-6(1%=75?7%?8;(%*-%;$%.-*5?(%84-"*%T][%=((B,%%#)5-)%*-%*7(%8##'5?8*5-.%7537'537*(<%84-6(%3-5.3%

4(>-)(%*7(%D-".?5''-),%-.%*7(%#'8..5.3%?-;;5**((/%%975',*%2%=8,%?-.?(.*)8*5.3%78)<%-.%8,B5.3%
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#(-#'(%*-%-4M(?*%*-%(.,")(%*7(%8##'5?8*5-.%=-"'<%3-%4(>-)(%*7(%('(?*(<%?-".?5''-),%-.%*7(%#'8..5.3%

?-;;5**((1%*75,%-*7()%8##'5?8*5-.%>-)%?78.3(%->%",(%>)-;%83)5?"'*")(%*-%<-3%4)((<5.3%=8,%,=5>*'$%

<(*();5.(<%=5*7-"*%;$%4(5.3%8=8)(%".*5'%*--%'8*(%I*75,%=8,%'8*(%WYKKJ%%4$%*7(%#'8..5.3%<(#8)*;(.*/%%%

%

2%*7(.%)(8'5^(<%*78*%=78*%=8,%)(>())(<%*-%-.%8%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*%->%WYYZ%8,%I.(=%,7(<J%=8,%*75,%

(8)'5()%4"5'*%,7(<%*78*%=8,%>-)%83)5?"'*")(%",(%*--%8.<%8385.%*7(%8##'5?8.*%<5<%.-*%786(%#'8..5.3%

#();5,,5-.%>-)%?78.3(%->%",(%(5*7()%4"*%=8,%8',-%4(5.3%",(<%*-%8??-;;-<8*(%<-3,/%&385.%.(5*7()%

#'8..5.3%-)%'5?(.,5.3%=()(%#)(#8)(<%*-%*8B(%8.$%8?*5-.%8385.,*%*7(%8##'5?8.*1%#'8..5.3%-.'$%

,"33(,*(<%7(%#"*%5.%8%#'8..5.3%8##'5?8*5-.%>-)%?78.3(%->%",(%I=75?7%7(%<5<%5.%WYKKJ%8.<%!"4'5?%

!)-*(?*5-.%)(,#-.,54'(%>-)%'5?(.,5.3%<5<%.-*%*8B(%8.$%8?*5-.%)(38)<5.3%*7(%5.?)(8,(%5.%.";4(),%->%

<-3,/%

%

A75,%78,%.-=%,(*%8%#)(?(<(.*%>-)%-*7()%>8);(),%-)%8.$-.(%=5*7%8%>8);%7-'<5.3%.";4()%*-%>-''-=1%

8##'$%*-%*7(%D-".?5'%>-)%8.%83)5?"'*")(%,7(<%=75?7%=5''%3-%".<()%83)5?"'*")(%<(*();5.(<%=75?7%5,%8%

>-);8'5*$1%>5''%*7(%,7(<%=5*7%<-3,%I5>%$-"%8')(8<$%786(%8%'5?(.?(J%-)%8##'$%'8*()%>-)%-.(%I*7(%D-".?5'%

6()$%)8)('$%#)-,(?"*(%>-)%".'5?(.,(<%<-3%4)((<5.31%*7($%356(%8%,'8#%-.%*7(%=)5,*%8.<%*7(.%5,,"(%8%<-3%

4)((<(),%'5?(.?(J/%A7(.%*7(%>8);()1%<-3%4)((<()%8##'$%>-)%?78.3(%->%",(%>)-;%83)5?"'*")(%*-%<-3%

4)((<5.31%.-%G"(,*5-.,%8,B(<%8.<%$-"%786(%$(*%-.(%;-)(%'5?(.,(<%48**()$%<-3%>8);%=5*7%#'8..5.3%

#();5,,5-./%2*%5,%*--%(8,$%>-)%>8);(),%*-%786(%8%>(=%4)((<5.3%<-3,1%*7(.%>-)%5*%*-%4(?-;(%8%?-**83(%

5.<",*)$1%*7(.%4(>-)(%'-.3%5*%5,%8.%(,*84'5,7(<%4",5.(,,%->%4)((<5.3%<-3,%>-)%*7(%#(*%*)8<(%=5*7%

7".<)(<,%->%<-3,%7865.3%'5**()%8>*()%'5**()%-.%8%?-.6($-)%4('*%,$,*(;/%%_-.(%->%*7(,(%<-3,%8)(%7(8'*7%

,?)((.(<%>-)%B.-=.%7()(<5*8)$%<5,(8,(,%".<()%*7(%`DNCa&%7(8'*7%,?)((.5.3%,?7(;(,%>-)%#(<53)((%

<-3,/%O8.$%->%*7(,(%4)((<(),%<-%.-*%)(3"'8)'$%68??5.8*(%8.<%=-);%*7(5)%<-3,%-)%65,5*%8%6(*%=5*7%

*7(;%<"(%*-%?-,*/%H"(%*-%*7(%>8?*%*78*%*7($%,(''%'5**(),%->%#"##5(,%*-%<(8'(),%*7($%8)(%.(6()%7('<%

)(,#-.,54'(%>-)%8''%*7(%#"##5(,%*78*%<"(%*-%#--)%'565.3%?-.<5*5-.,1%4)((<5.3%#)8?*5?(,%4(?-;(%5''%-)%

<5(%,--.%8>*()%#")?78,(%>)-;%8%<(8'()%-)%#(*%,7-#1%*7($%8)(%.(6()%7('<%8??-".*84'(/%P6(.%=7(.%

!"##$%&'()*%78,%.-*5>5(<%*7(%D-".?5'%*78*%8%#"##$%,-'<%>)-;%-.(%->%*7(5)%#)(;5,(,%I5>%#"##$%,-'<%

=5*7%4)((<()%<(*85',1%*75,%5,%)8)(J%78,%<5(<%-)%5,%8%?8))5()%->%8%?-.*835-",%<5,(8,(1%*7()(%5,%'5**'(%

5.*()(,*/%%%%%

%

A7(%D-".?5'%4$%53.-)5.3%*7(%5.?)(8,(%5.%.";4(),%->%<-3,%8.<%)(]5,,"5.3%*7(%'5?(.?(%(8?7%$(8)%>-)%

*7(,(%#)(;5,(,%786(%8')(8<$%>85'(<%5.%*7(5)%<"*$%->%?8)(1%'8?B(<%5.*(3)5*$%4$%.-*%(.,")5.3%*7(%=('>8)(%

->%*7(%<-3,%=()(%.-*%3-5.3%*-%4(%?-;#)-;5,(<%4$%<-5.3%,-/%A7(%D-".?5'%;",*%786(%4((.%8=8)(%*78*%

*7(%>8);()%<5<%.-*%(;#'-$%,*8>>%,#(?5>5?8''$%>-)%*7(%#")#-,(%->%?8)5.3%>-)%*7(%<-3,%8.<%*7(5)%'5**(),%->%

#"##5(,1%*7()(>-)(%=7$%<5<%*7($%.-*%8,B%7(%)(<"?(%*7(%.";4(),%->%<-3,%-)%(;#'-$%,*8>>%-)%)(6-B(%

*7(%'5?(.?(b%%97$%=8,.E*%*7(%>8);()N<-3%4)((<()%G"(,*5-.(<%-6()%*7(%$(8)'$%5.?)(8,(%5.%.";4(),%->%

<-3,%-.%*7(%#)(;5,(,%",(<%>-)%*7(%#")#-,(%->%4)((<5.3%8.<%#)-<"?5.3%%'5**(),%->%#"##5(,%*78*%=()(%

,-'<%*-%<(8'(),%8.<%#(*%,7-#,b%%

%

97$%=7(.%!"##$%&'()*%?-.*8?*(<%#'8..5.3%(.>-)?(;(.*%(8)'5()%*75,%$(8)%<5<%*7($%53.-)(%*7(%>8?*%

*78*%*7(%,7((#%>8);()%78<%.(6()%8,B(<%>-)%#'8..5.3%#();5,,5-.%*-%5.*(.,5>$%75,%4",5.(,,%8.<%5.?)(8,(%

*7(%.";4(),%->%<-3,%-.%*7(%#)(;5,(,%".*5'%8>*()%(.>-)?(;(.*%=()(%.-*5>5(<b%%97$%=8,%8.%

(.>-)?(;(.*%.-*5?(%.-*%,()6(<%-.%*7(%#)(;5,(,b%_-*%M",*%>-)%-.(%83)5?"'*")(%,7(<%4"*%8,%2%'8*()%'(8).*%

>-)%*=-c%

%

2*%,%5.*()(,*5.3%*-%)(8<%*7(%'5?(.,5.3%5.,#(?*-),%?-;;(.*,%-.%65,5*5.3%*7(%#)(;5,(,%5.%*7(%#)(?(<5.3%

$(8),/%%

%

KT/YZ/WYY[d%L\%<-3,/%O8.7-'(%?-6(),%*-%<)85.,%*-%786(%?-6(),/%%2,-'8*5-.%#(.%?78.3(/%+(?-)<,%-B%

.((<%*-%4(%;-)(%,#(?5>5?%>-)%(8?7%4)((<5.3%45*?7/%%@*8*(<%7(%=8,%5.%*7(%#)-?(,,%->%3(**5.3%)(?-)<,%

?-;#"*()5^(</%%!-,,54'(%-6()?)-=<5.3%5.%,-;(%#(.,/%%C(<<5.31%,8=<",*N%,7)(<<(<%#8#()/%%95''%.((<%

*-%4(%5.,#(?*(<%4(>-)(%.(F*%8##'5?8*5-.cc%PF()?5,(%>8?5'5*$%e%$8)<%-"*%>)-.*%->%4"5'<5.3,1%.((<,%
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?'(8.5.3/%%

%

fTherefore no attached exercise facility and overcrowding in pens and no proper bedding, it was 

suggested another inspection before next yearly application but the next inspection visit was not 

until 11.05.2007. 

%

KK/Y\/WYYV/%KW\%<-3,/%@'537*'$%-6()?)-=<(<%5.%,-;(%#(.,%4"*%,8*5,>8?*-)$%*-%'5?(.?(/%@(#8)8*(%

5,-'8*5-.%I?-.6()*%-'<%38)83(J%4(>-)(%.(F*%'5?(.,5.3%65,5*%5.%H(?(;4()/%C(<<5.31%,7)(<<(<%#8#()/%

%

fOvercrowding, with 125 dogs there was even at this time a reason to reduce numbers of dogs. 

There was no isolation unit.  

%

KT/YZ/WYYZ/%KK[%<-3,%#'",%K\%'5**(),/%I_(=%@7(<J%O(,7%?83(,%N#(.,%5.%-'<%,7(<%.((<%8**(.*5-./%

C"5'<%"#%->%?-4=(4,%8.<%,8=<",*1%%.((<,%?'(8.5.3/%R5)(%(F*5.3"5,7()E,%.((<(<%5.%.(=%,7(</%+(?-)<,%

=(''%B(#*/%2>%<-3,%",(%8)(8%-"*,5<(%E.(=%,7(<E%8,%8.%(F()?5,(%8)(8%*7(.%*75,%.((<,%*-%4(%6-5<%->%

78^8)<-",%;8*()58',/%&*%#)(,(.*%5*%?-"'<%?8",(%5.M")$/%

%

fDue to the condition in the area outside the 'new shed' it does not indicate to me it used for 

exercise for 116 dogs. Condition of pens cage needed attention. Needed cleaning. No fire 

extinguishers. 

%

@-))$1%.((<%*-%'-?8*(%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*%>-)%WYYL/%

%

YV/KW/WYKY/%<-3,%K[K%#'",%KV%'5**(),/%O-)(%<-3,%>)-;%5,-'8*5-.%#(.,%,7-"'<%4(%?'(8)%8*%8''%*5;(,/%

R5)(%(F*5.3"5,7()%8.<%.-%,;-B5.3%,53.,%.((<(<%5.%.(=%4'-?B/%`((#%8.%($(%-.%?-?B()%,#8.5('%

,7-=5.3%(8)'$%*$#(%->%,*()(-*$#5?8'%8'*7-"37%8,,")(<%",%*75,%=8,%<"(%*-%*7(%#)(,(.?(%->%,*)8.3(),%

8.<%,7(%<-(,%.-*%<-%,-%8''%*7(%*5;(/%C(<<5.3%,7)(<<(<%*5,,"(%#8#()/%A(;#()8*")(%e%'-=%>)((^5.3%

*(;#()8*")(,%-"*,5<(1%3--<%5.,5<(%7(8*%'8;#,/%

%

fEven more dogs, isolation pens not clear, query over mental behaviour of dog – kennel stress, 

going crazy? No proper bedding, no mention of beds. Very cold. Only puppies would have heating 

lamps and whelping bitches – other dogs would not only shredded tissue paper. Not adequate. 

%

R)-;%*7(,(%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*,%->%*7(%#)(;5,(,%5.%G"(,*5-.%5*%<-(,%5.<5?8*(%*7(%.";4(),%8.<%*7(%

?-.?().%-6()%#8)*,%->%*7(%'5?(.,5.3%?-.<5*5-.,%4"*%5*%78,%.-*%#)(6(.*(<%*7(%?-".?5'%'5;5*5.3%.";4(),%

<-3,%I.-%,*8>>J%4"*%8''-=5.3%*7(%5.?)(8,(%*-%*-<8$,%>53")(%->%KL[%<-3,%#'",%'5**(),1%.-%>5)(%>537*5.3%

(G"5#;(.*1%8.%8??5<(.*%=85*5.3%*-%78##(./%g.'5B(%<-3%4-8)<5.3%B(..(',%I8*%'(8,*%5.%P.3'8.<J%8.<%

<-3%4)((<5.3%B(..(',%*7($%8)(%5.,#(?*(<%4$%8%>5)(%->>5?()/%97$%<-(,%*75,%.-*%78##(.%5.%#)(;5,(,%5.%

98'(,b%

%

:,$(#d%*75,%5,%,-;(*75.3%*78*%2%>('*%,7-"'<%786(%4((.%8%?-.,5<()8*5-.%5.%8''%#)(;5,(,%8.<%*75,%=8,%

,-;(*75.3%2%?-;;".5?8*(<%=5*7%*7(%P.65)-.;(.*%&3(.?$%-6()/%@-;(%=8,*(%>)-;%<-3%B(..(',%5,%

78^8)<-",%=8,*(%4"*%)(8<5.3%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*,%*7(%;(*7-<%->%<5,#-,8'%5,%,-%68)5(<1%;(8.5.3%;8.$%

<-3%4)((<(),%8)(%4)(8B5.3%*7(%'8=%4"*%,*5''%5*%?-.*5."(,/%2.%65(=%->%7-=%;8.$%<-3%4)((<(),%<-%.-*%

8##(8)%*-%",(%8%6(*%8*%8''%-)%-.'$%5>%8%<-3%5,%".=(''%-.(%78,%*-%G"(,*5-.%=78*%78##(.,%*-%*7(%<-3,%8.<%

#"##5(,%4-<5(,%*78*%<5(%-)%8)(%,*5''%4-).%(*?%-.%*7(%#)(;5,(,b%

%

A7(%?-".?5'%<-(,%%.-*%8,B%*7(,(%G"(,*5-.,%4"*%=5*7%-6()%X1X[T%4)((<5.3%45*?7(,%5.%.(8)'$%LY%'5?(.,(<%

#)(;5,(,%5.%D8);8)*7(.,75)(%?8#84'(%->%#)-<"?5.3%K[1ZWY%#"##5(,%#()%8..";%=5*7%(G"8''$%8,%;8.$%

4)((<(),%-#()8*5.3%".'5?(.,(</%%&<<%*75,%*-%*7(%.";4()%->%<-3,%5.%'5?(.,(<%#)(;5,(,%5.%D()(<535-.%

8.<%!(;4)-B(,75)(%)(,"'*5.3%5.%4)((<(),%.-*%?-;#'$5.3%=5*7%*7(%P.65)-.;(.*%&?*%8.<%8?*5.3%

)(,#-.,54'$%<"(%*-%*7(%;(*7-<,%->%<5,#-,8'%",(<%4$%*7(;/%0(*%*7(%D-".?5'%8)(%.-*%*8B5.3%8.$%8?*5-.%
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*-%(.,")(%*7(%<-3%4)((<(),%?-;#'$%=5*7%3--<%#)8?*5?(%*-%,8>(3"8)<%*7(%(.65)-.;(.*%5.%.-*%8''-=5.3%

78^8)<-",%=8,*(%*-%3-%5.*-%=8*()%?-"),(,%-)%5.*-%*7(%85)/f%

:#/$+(#F!1((%FGG$+(#$6@&&@9#6A&4G$+(#G%*%%0,9#=(G!!

!

!"##$%&'()*%78,%)(G"(,*(<%*7(%$(8)'$%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*,%->%<-3%4)((<5.3%#)(;5,(,%-6()%*7(%'8,*%>(=%

$(8),/%2*%8##(8),%*-%;(%%*7(%)(]5,,"(%->%8%$(8)'$%<-3%4)((<(),%'5?(.?(%5,%8.%8"*-;8*5?%>-);8'5*$%4$%%

*7(%<(#8)*;(.*%)(,#-.,54'(%>-)%'5?(.,5.3%<-3%4)((<(),/%%A7(%2.,#(?*-)%G"(,*5-.,%*7(%<-3%4)((<()1%

*5?B5.3%4-F(,1%;8B5.3%.-*(,1%,-;(*5;(,%(6(.%;8B5.3%?-.,*)"?*56(%?-;;(.*,%=75?7%<-%)(>()%*-%

.-.(%?-;#'58.?(%=5*7%*7(%'5?(.?(%?-.<5*5-.,1%*7(.%5*%8##(8),%)(*").5.3%*-%*7(%->>5?(%8.<%>5'5.3%*7(%

5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*%8=8$%".*5'%*7(%>-''-=5.3%$(8)%=5*7-"*%(6()%*8B5.3%*7(%<-3%4)((<()%*-%*8,B%-6()%

.-.(%?-;#'58.?(/%%2,%*7(%,(.5-)%(.65)-.;(.*8'%7(8'*7%->>5?()%)(,#-.,54'(%>-)%'5?(.,5.3%(6()%8,B(<%4$%

*7(%5.,#(?*5.3%->>5?()%*-%*8B(%5.*-%?-.,5<()8*5-.%*7(%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*,%=5*7%8%65(=%*-%)(6-B(%*7(%%%

'5?(.?(b%2*%8##(8),%.-*/%%%

%

97(.%!"##$%&'()*%78,%=5*7%68'5<%)(8,-.%?-;#'85.(<%*-%D8);8)*7(.,75)(%D-".*$%D-".?5'%)(38)<5.3%

#)(;5,(,1%#8)*5?"'8)'$%8>*()%Aa%#)-3)8;(,%-)%".<()?-6()%65<(-%>5';%7537'537*5.3%*7(%8##8''5.3%

?-.<5*5-.,%>-)%*7(%<-3,%5.%,-;(%#)(;5,(,/%%O$%?-.?().,%786(%.-*%4((.%*8B(.%,()5-",'$%4"*%<5,;5,,(<%

5.%,-;(%5.,*8.*,1%8,%*5;(%=8,*5.3/%A7(%D-".?5'%2%>(('%5,%6()$%#)-*(?*56(%->%*7(%<-3%4)((<(),%*7($%

'5?(.?(%-)%;8$4(%5*%5,%4(?8",(%*7($%<-%.-*%'5B(%*-%4(%)(;5.<(<%->%*7(5)%-=.%>85'5.3,%5.%3)8.*5.3%

'5?(.,(,%*-%#)(;5,(,%*78*%8)(%,-;(*5;(,%.-*%>5*%*-%4(%'5?(.,(<%8.<%8)(%'8?B5.3%5.%?-.?().%>-)%8.5;8'%

=('>8)(/%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

A5;(%8.<%*5;(%8385.%*7(%,8;(%?-;;(.*,%8)(%;8<(%-.%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*,%,"?7%8,%*7(%>-''-=5.31%;-,*%%

?-.*)86(.(%*7(%<-3%4)((<5.3%'5?(.?(%?-.<5*5-.,d]%%%

!

"#A&=.!-##%+'@6!!

+(?-)<,%->%#"##5(,%,8'(,%.-*%,((.1%8'*7-"37%,(''5.3%*-%U-.<-.%8.<%O8.?7(,*()%#(*%,7-#,/%

+(?-)<,%5.?-;#'(*(/%

+(?-)<,%.-*%,((./%

+(?-)<,%=5*7%*7(%8??-".*8.*%%

_-%)(?-)<,%,((.%*-<8$%

+(?-)<,%.((<%*-%4(%B(#*%"#%*-%<8*(/%

@-;(%)(?-)<,%;5,,5.3/%%

+(]%65,5*%*-%?7(?B%)(?-)<,%e%)(?-)<,%?7(?B(<%'8?B%<(*85',%->%#")?78,(),/%

!

Q-=%?8.%*7(%2.,#(?*-)%B.-=%5>%'5?(.?(%?-.<5*5-.,%)('8*5.3%*-%*7(%4)((<5.3%->%*7(%<-3,%8)(%.-*%)(8<$%

>-)%5.,#(?*5-.1%?-;#'(*(%-)%5.8<(G"8*(b%@"?7%8,%*7(%.";4(),%->%'5**(),%(8?7%4)((<5.3%45*?7%#)-<"?(,1%

*7(%%-.(%'5**()%5.%KW%;-.*7%#()5-<%8##'5(,%8.<%?8.%6()5>$%=7-%*7(%#"##5(,%=()(%,-'<%*-1%%5>%*7(%'5?(.?(%

7-'<()%5,%.-*%B((#5.3%)(?-)<,%-)%>85',%*-%B((#%*7(;%"#%*-%<8*(b%%%

%

HI#=A+$#1%*7(%<-3,%8)(%,"##-,(<%*-%786(%8.%(F()?5,(%8)(8%%,(#8)8*(%4"*%8**8?7(<%*-%*7(5)%,'((#5.3%

8)(8%8??-)<5.3%*-%*7(%'5?(.?(%?-.<5*5-.,%4"*%8%'8)3(%;8M-)5*$%->%4)((<(),%<-%.-*%,"##'$%8.%(F()?5,(%

8)(8%8**8?7(<%*-%*7(%,'((#5.3NB(..('%8)(8/%A7(%2.,#(?*5.3%->>5?()%8??(#*,%*7(%<-3,%4)((<(),%=-)<%*78*%

<-3,%8)(%(F()?5,(<%5.%8%$8)<%-)%>5('<%8.<%*75,%5,%,-;(*5;(,%.-*(<%-.%*7(%5.,#(?*5-.%>-);/%%C"*%*75,%5,%

.-*%=78*%*7(%'(35,'8*5-.%5.*(.<(</%2*%=8,%5.*(.<(<%*78*%<-3%4)((<5.3%(,*84'5,7;(.*,%,7-"'<%786(%>)((%

8??(,,%>-)%*7(%<-3,%*-%8.%(F()?5,(%8)(8%8**8?7(<%*-%*7(%B(..('%8)(8/%A7(%'5?(.,5.3%->>5?()%78,%.-%

#)-->%-.%8%-.?(%$(8)'$%65,5*%*78*%*7(%<-3,%8)(%(F()?5,(<%5.%$8)<%-)%>5('</%A7()(>-)(%=7$%78,%*7(%

'5?(.,5.3%->>5?()%8.<%*7(%6(*%<")5.3%*7(5)%5.5*58'%'5?(.,5.3%5.,#(?*5-.%,85<%*78*%8.%(F()?5,(%8)(8%;",*%

4(%#8)*%->%8.<%8**8?7(<%*-%*7(%B(..('%4(>-)(%8%'5?(.,(%5,%3)8.*(<b%%%%

%

2.%65(=%->%;8.$%<-3%4)((<(),%,*8*5.3%*7($%<-%.-*%<5,#'8$%*7(5)%'5?(.?(%-)%8.$*75.3%*78*%=-"'<%

5<(.*5>$%*7(;%8,%<-3%4)((<5.3%-.%*7(5)%#)(;5,(,%<"(%*-%?)5;5.8'%<8;83(%4$%8.5;8'%8?*565,*,%5*%5,%
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7537'$%".'5B('$%*7($%=-"'<%(F()?5,(%8''%*7(5)%<-3,%-"*,5<(%5.%>5('<,%8.<%$8)<,%I4(*=((.%KY%8.<%5.%

,-;(%?8,(,%KL[%<-3,%(8?7%-.%.(8)'$%LY%<5>>()(.*%#)(;5,(,%5.%D8);8)*7(.,75)(J%=7(.%*7($%>(8)%*-%4(%

5<(.*5>5(<%8,%<-3%4)((<(),1%8,%*7($%#"*%5*%4$%E8.5;8'%8?*565,*,E/%%%

%

!-=$,%H$>(<%#-'5?(%=()(%".84'(%*-%?-.>5);%4"*%8,%D8);8)*7(.,75)(%D-".*$%D-".?5'%->>()%*75,%8,%

-.(%)(8,-.%>-)%<(?'5.5.3%?-;#'(*(%5.>-);8*5-.%-.%R)((<-;%->%5.>-);8*5-.%)(G"(,*,%,*8*5.3%E<"(%*-%

8.5;8'%8?*565,*%8.<%?)5;5.8'5*$E%%*-3(*7()%=5*7%<8*8%#)-*(?*5-.%>-)%-4'5*()8*5.3%.8;(,1%8<<)(,,(,1%%

*('(#7-.(%.";4(),%(*?%>)-;%8''%5.,#(?*5-.%)(#-)*,%=7(.%*7($%8)(%)(G"(,*(<%4$%*7(%#"4'5?%I!"##$%

&'()*J/%%P6(.%=7(.%*7(%)(G"(,*%5,%>-)%M",*%-.(%.8;(<%#)(;5,(,%5*%5,%)(>",(<%8,%*7($%,8$%2%=-"'<%4(%

84'(%*-%5<(.*5>$%*7(%#)(;5,(,1%->%?-"),(%2%786(%*-%5<(.*5>$%*7(%#)(;5,(,%%*-%)(G"(,*%*7(%5.>-);8*5-.%5.%

*7(%>5),*%#'8?(/%A7()(>-)(%<-(,%.-*%;8B(%8.$%,(.,(%8*%8''/%%%%%%

!

J#''#9!,=#,K!8%>(=%->!*7(%'5?(.,5.3%->>5?(),%%?-;;(.*,%5.%)(,#(?*%->%*7(%B(..('%8??-;;-<8*5-.%

,"?7%8,d]%

2.?-;#'(*(%=-)B%-.%,7(<,/%

D'(8)%?'"**()/%

!"#,%.((<%(F*)8%4(<<5.3/%

:(.()8'%?'(8.%"#/%

U537*%5.%#"##$%#(.%8)*5>5?58'%'537*1%.-%.8*")8'%'537*/%

@-;(%=--<(.%4(<,%*-%4(%)(#'8?(</%%

!-=()%7-,(1%3)((.%-.%,-;(%=8'',/%

9--<%5.%B(..(',%8.<%B(..('%)".,/%

C5)<%#--%5.%B(..(',/%

R'5(,%",5.3%>'$%*)8##()%'-*,%->%>'5(,%=5''%",(%;-)(/%

9--<(.%;8**5.3%.((<,%*-%4(%)(#'8?(<%8,%-.'$%=--<(.%,7((*%5.%,-;(%B(..(',/%

@78)#%(<3(,%-.%#"##$%=8'',/%

97('#5.3%,7(<%.((<%#)(,,")(%=8,7%?78.3(%#'8,*5?%4(<,/%

D'(8)%?-4=(4,/%D-4=(4,1%45)<%(F?)(*8/%

H5,5.>(?*%B(..(',%8.<%*7-)-"37'$%?'(8./%

+(.<()5.3%5.%*-#%,7(<%5.?-;#'(*(/%

2,-'8*5-.%".5*%*-%4(%?-;#'(*(</%

2,-'8*5-.%>8?5'5*$%)(G"5)(</%

&<65,(<%*-%?'(8)%-"*%5,-'8*5-.%5.%?8,(%)(G"5)(</%

P.,")(%>--<%45.,%8)(%?-6()(</%R--<%*-%4(%B(#*%5.%6();5.%#)-->%45.,/%

R5)(%(F*5.3"5,7()%,*5''%)(G"5)(</%

R5)(%(F*5.3"5,7()%8.<%.-%,;-B5.3%,53.,%5.%.(=%4'-?B/%

R5)(%(F*5.3"5,7(),%)(G"5)(%)(3"'8)%,()65?5.3/%

R5)(%(F*5.3"5,7(),%8<65,(<%;85.*(.8.?(/%%

&<65,(<%*-%#")?78,(%.(=%>5)(%(F*5.3"5,7(),%IW%-)%XJ/%

D7(?B%>5)(%(F*5.3"5,7()%.((<'(%-.%)(</%

2.%#)-?(,,%->%?'(8.5.3%8.<%)(#'(.5,75.3%=8*()%I=8*()%4-=',%,-5'(<%8.<%(;#*$J%

9--<(.%#'8*>-);,%*-%4(%)(#'8?(</%

S.(%B(..('%'8?B5.3%.8*")8'%'537*/%

_-%>)((%8??(,,%*-%(F()?5,(%)".,%e%'(*%-"*%5.%>5('<%=7(.%O)%ff%5,%.-*%8*%=-)B%f%.-%(65<(.?(ccc%

98*()%<)5.B(),%.-=%)(;-6(<%>)-;%=7('#5.3%#(.,/%

D'(8)%)-->%->%;85.%4'-?B%*-%8''-=%5.%;-)(%.8*")8'%'537*/%

C5)<%(F?)(*8%#8)*5?"'8)'$%5.%=7('#5.3%4'-?B%8%#)-4'(;%

:(.()8'%,#)5.3%?'(8.%)(G"5)(</%

!--)%?'(8.'5.(,,%5.%B(..('%#(.,/%

C5)<%(F?)(*8%5.%=7('#5.3%8)(8/%

g..(?(,,8)$%*5.,%8.<%-4M(?*,%5.%=7('#5.3%8)(8/%

2,-'8*5-.%#(.%-B%4"*%.-*%5<(8'/%
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C-.(,1%8<65,(<%?7(?B%?'85;,%*7($%=()(%*7(5)%'(>*-6(),%>)-;%<5..()%8.<%*7(%<-3,%=()(%>(<%,?)8#,%*75,%

;-).5.3/%%

!)(65-",'$%78<%#;%-.%#"#1%)(,"'*,%?8;(%48?B%8,%#8)6-%65)",%8.<%,-;(%786(%<5(<%8%>(=%<8$,%8>*()%%

)(?(565.3%*7(5)%#8)6-%M84,/%_-%;(.*5-.%->%*75,%4(5.3%>-''-=(<%"#%4$%D-".?5'%2.,#(?*-)1%#8)6-%65)",%

5,%7537'$%?-.*835-",/%

_((<%(F()?5,(%)".,/%

D'(8)%-"*%5,-'8*5-.%

2.?)(8,(%.";4()%->%#(.,%-)%<(?)(8,(%.";4()%->%<-3,/%&))8.3(%6(*%5.,#(?*5-.%=7(.%78,%8<<)(,,(<%

*7(%E84-6(E/%A7(%E84-6(E%5.%*75,%?8,(%=8,%-.(%4-F(),%($(,%.-*%6()$%3--<%8.<%)(<%?-?B()%,#8.5('%

*)(8*5.3%=5*7%($(%-5.*;(.*%>)-;%6(*,/%

@78)#%(<3(,%5.%%48).%I-'<%?-=%,7(<J%<8)B%=5*7-"*%8)*5>5?58'%'537*5.3/%S'<%?-=%,7(<%.((<%;-)(%

(F()?5,(%>8?5'5*5(,/%

C-**-;%,7(<%<-3,%'(*%5.*-%8''($=8$%>-)%;-)(%(F()?5,(%

S6()?)-=<5.3%5.%,-;(%#(.,%

+(.<()5.3%.((<(</%

2,-'8*5-.%;",*%4(%,(#8)8*(%8.<%?-;#'$%=5*7%?-.<5*5-.,%I.-*%*7(%48*7)--;Jc%

@"33(,*%=8);()%4(<<5.3%;8*()58'%8,%?"))(.*'$%,#8),(%,#)5.B'5.3%->%,8=<",*/%

H-3,%.((<%?'5##5.3%

H-3%?5)?'5.3%

`((#%8.%($(%-.%?-?B()%,#8.5('%8,%,7-=5.3%(8)'$%,53.,%->%,*()(-*$#5?8'%4(7865-")/%

A5;5<%4'"(%)-8.%?-?B()%,#8.5('%75<5.3%4(75.<%#'8,*5?%4(</%

98*()%4-=',%(;#*$/%

g.#'(8,8.*%,;(''%-.%8##)-8?7%*-%B(..('1%?'(8.5.3%8*%*5;(%->%5.,#(?*5-.%X/XY#;/%

U537*5.3%5.%B(..(',%.-*%(>>5?5(.*%=7(.%*-#%<--)%*-%B(..('%4'-?B%5,%?'-,(</%

_-%,;-B5.3%,53.,/]%O8.$%*5;(,%

U5?(.?(%.-*%<5,#'8$(<%e%;8.$%*5;(,%,-;(%4)((<(),%,*8*5.3%<"(%*-%8.5;8'%8?*565,*,/%

P;()3(.?$%,53.%e%.-*%<5,#'8$(</%

R5)(%(68?"8*5-.%.-*5?(%e%.-*%<5,#'8$(</%

97(.%8,B(<%->%<(*85',%->%6(*,%8.<%5>%6(*%65,5*(<%#)(;5,(,%;8.$%?-"'<%.-*%.8;(%8%6(*%#)8?*5?(%8.<%

-*7(),%,85<%-.'$%5>%.((<(</%

S.(%4)((<()%,85<%68??5.8*(<%*7(;,('6(,%e%=75?7%5,%5''(38'%".'(,,%".<()%,"#()65,5-.%->%*7(%6(*/%

A7(,(%8)(%8%,('(?*5-.%->%*7(%?-;;(.*,%.-*(<%-.%D8);8)*7(.,75)(%D-".*$%D-".?5'%5.,#(?*5-.%

)(#-)*,1%*7()(%8)(%;8.$%;-)(/%A7(%,8;(%?-;;(.*,%8##'$%>)-;%-.(%$(8)%*-%.(F*%-.%,-;(%)(#-)*,%

;8.$%->%*7(%?-;;(.*,%8)(%.-.(%?-;#'58.?(%->%'5?(.?(%?-.<5*5-.,%4"*%*7($%8)(%.(6()%8?*5-.(</%%

%

2*%5,%B.-=.%*78*%83)5?"'*")(%48).,%786(%.-%7(8*5.3%8.<%8)(%5;#-,,54'(%*-%7(8*%5.%=5.*()1%-*7()%*78.%

,-;(*5;(,%,;8''%8)(8,%=5*7%5.>)8%)(<%7(8*(),%>-)%=7('#5.3%45*?7(,%8.<%#"##5(,%4"*%*7(%<-3,%8)(%,*5''%

?-.*85.(<%=5*75.%,;8''%?-.?)(*(%#(.,%->*(.%=5*7-"*%8<(G"8*(%4(<,%-)%4(<<5.3/%@-;(%M",*%786(%?-=%

;8**5.31%->*(.%.-%4(<<5.3%356(.%8.<%M",*%=--<(.%#8''(*,%-)%48B(),%#'8,*5?%#8''(*,/%%

%

H-3%4)((<(),%,7-"'<%.(6()%4(%5,,"(<%=5*7%8%<-3%4)((<(),%'5?(.?(%=7(.%*7($%<-%.-*%'56(%-.%*7(%

#)(;5,(,%8.<%*7(%<-3,%8)(%8??-;;-<8*(<%5.%8%48).%-)%,7(<%8%?-.,5<()84'(%<5,*8.?(%>)-;%*7(%<-3%

4)((<(),%7-;(/%%C"*%'5?(.,(,%786(%4((.%3)8.*(<%".<()%*7(,(%?5)?";,*8.?(,/%A75,%5,%*-*8''$%

".8??(#*84'(/%O8<(%(6(.%=-),(%=7(.%%*7(%48).%5.%G"(,*5-.%<-(,%.-*%(6(.%786(%8%<--)c%%%

%%%%%%

56!7&!(1#!=#)*+=#4#'($!(1,(!'##.!(&!/#!8*98+99#.!/#8&=#!,!9+A#'A#!+$!+$$*#.!'##.!(&!/#!(+@1(#'#.!

*%E!

%

0(,%->%?-"),(%*7($%<-/%%2%786(%-"*'5.(<%,-;(%->%*7(%#)-4'(;,%5.%;$%8.,=(),%84-6(/%&.-*7()%3)(8*%

?-.?().%->%?-"),(%5,%*7(%.";4()%->%<-3,%#();5**(<%-.%#)(;5,(,/%A7(%D-".?5'%<5,)(38)<,%.";4(),%->%

<-3,%8.<%$(8)%8>*()%$(8)%8''-=,%.";4(),%*-%5.?)(8,(%=5*7%*-*8'%<5,)(38)<%->%*7(%<-3,%=('>8)(/%R-)%

(F8;#'(%7-=%;8.$%;(;4(),%->%*7(%>8;5'$%8)(%)(,#-.,54'(%>-)%*7(%<85'$%?8)(%->%*7(%<-3,1%7-=%;8.$%
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7-"),%?8.%*7($%356(%*-%8**(.<5.3%*7(%<-3,%.((<,%8.<%5;#-)*8.*'$%5>%#)-,#(?*56(%8##'5?8.*%-=.%8%>8);%

*78*%5,%*7(5)%;85.%4",5.(,,1%8)(%*7($%3-5.3%*-%(;#'-$%,*8>>%*-%?8)(%>-)%*7(%<-3,/%

%

A75,%78,%)(?(.*'$%4((.%7537'537*(<%=7(.%!"##$%&'()*%?-.*8?*(<%D8);8)*7(.,75)(%D-".?5'%#'8..5.3%

<(#8)*;(.*%I(.>-)?(;(.*J%#'(8,(%,((%'5.B%*-%;$%4'-3%f%%

%

1((%FGG/,((#=0.&@8,=4+'@.#,9#=$%#($1&%$6/9&@$%&(6A&4G!

%

@*8>>5.3%'(6(',%*-%4(%5.*)-<"?(<%8.<%(.>-)?(<%8.<%8%?(5'5.3%>-)%*7(%.";4(),%->%<-3,%8''-=(<%5.%

#)(;5,(,/%!)(;5,(,%,7-"'<%.-*%4(%84'(%*-%5.?)(8,(%.";4(),%(8?7%$(8)%M",*%4$%*7(%5.,#(?*5.3%->>5?()%

.-*5.3%.";4(),%=7(.%65,5*5.3%#)(;5,(,%<")5.3%*7(%$(8)'$%5.,#(?*5-./%%%%%%%

%

56!:1,(!,=#!(1#!/,==+#=$!(&!(1#!#88#A(+<#!#'8&=A#4#'(!&8!,'+4,9!B#98,=#!9#@+$9,(+&'!+'!(1#!.&@!

/=##.+'@!+'.*$(=0E!

!

A7(%D-".?5'%7865.3%'-=%,*8.<8)<,%5.%?-;#'58.?(%=5*7%'(35,'8*5-./%

%

2.,#(?*-),%.-*%(.>-)?5.3%?-.<5*5-.,/%%

%

2.,#(?*-),%8)(%;8B5.3%?-;;(.*,%-.%5.,#(?*5-.%>-);,%4"*%*7($%8)(%M",*%?-;;(.*,%*78*%'5(%<-);8.*%

".*5'%*7(%>-''-=5.3%$(8)%5.%-*7()%=-)<,%8%#8#()%(F()?5,(/%%O8$4(%*7(%48))5(),%8)(%*7(%;-)(%,(.5-)%

;(;4(),%->%,*8>>%=7-%>-)%=78*(6()%)(8,-.%<-%.-*%>-''-=%"#%-.%*7(%?-;;(.*,%;8<(%4$%%

5.,#(?*5.3%->>5?(),%8.<%<5,)(38)<%*7(%#--)%?-.<5*5-.,%B.-=.%*-%#)(685'%5.%,-;(%#)(;5,(,/%2%,#-B(%*-%

O)%H%)(,#-.,54'(%>-)%'5?(.,5.3%=5*7%?-.?().%>-)%8%4)((<5.3%45*?7%7865.3%*-%356(%45)*7%*-%8%'5**()%->%/%%

#"##5(,%-.%?-.?)(*(/%%Q(%?-;;(.*%=8,%*78*%,-;(%4)((<5.3%45*?7(,%#)(>()%*-%356(%45)*7%-.%?-.?)(*(c%%

A7(%#-5.*%2%=8,%;8B5.3%=8,%*78*%*75,%4)((<5.3%45*?7%78<%.-%?7-5?(%4"*%*-%356(%45)*7%-.%?-.?)(*(%8,%%

.-%4(<%-)%4(<<5.3%=8,%#)-65<(<%4$%*7(%4)((<()/%%%

%

2.8<(G"8*(%.";4()%->%'5?(.?5.3%->>5?(),%*-%?7(?B%#)(;5,(,%;-)(%*78.%-.?(%8%$(8)/%%

%

2.,#(?*5-.,%8)(%->*(.%#)(]8))8.3(<%=5*7%*7(%4)((<()%)8*7()%*78.%8'=8$,%".8..-".?(</%

%

56!7&!0&*!8##9!(1,(!+(!$1&*9.!/#!A&4%*9$&=0!8&=!%*%%+#$!(&!/#!4+A=&DA1+%%#.!/#8&=#!$,9#E!

!

0(,1%>-)%*)8?(845'5*$%8.<%5))(>"*84'(%5<(.*5>5?8*5-.%->%*7(%#"##$%8.<%4)((<()/%&,%.(8)'$%*=-%*75)<,%->%

'5?(.,(<%4)((<(),%5.%@%9%98'(,%I#-,,54'$%*7(%,8;(%.";4()%".'5?(.,(<J%,(''%*7(5)%#"##5(,%*-%<(8'(),%

8.<%#(*%,7-#,/%A7()(>-)(%#"##5(,%4)(<%5.%98'(,%8)(%4(5.3%,-'<%8''%*7)-"37-"*%*7(%g`/%C"*%5*%5,%

(F?((<5.3'$%5;#-)*8.*%*78*%*7(%4)((<(),%<(*85',%)(;85.%=5*7%*7(%;5?)-?75#%?-;#8.$%8.<%8',-%*78*%

*7(%;5?)-?75#%<(*85',%5.?'"<5.3%4)((<()%<(*85',%8)(%#8,,(<%-.*-%*7(%<(8'()%8.<%#(*%,7-#%*-3(*7()%=5*7%

*7(%#"##$%5.%8%'-3%4--B%*78*%5,%78.<(<%*-%*7(%>5.8'%#"##$%#")?78,()/%%&*%#)(,(.*%'5?(.,(<%<-3%

4)((<(),%8)(%.-*%?-;#'$5.3%=5*7%*7(%?"))(.*%'(35,'8*5-.%)('8*5.3%*-%*7(%#"##$%4(5.3%,-'<%*-%<(8'()%

8.<%#(*%,7-#%=5*7%8%?-''8)%8.<%*83/%%2*%5,%)(;-6(<%4$%*7(%<(8'()%-)%*7(%<(8'()%=5''%.-*%8??(#*%*7(%

#"##$%=5*7%?-''8)%8.<%*83%*7(%,8;(%8##'5(,%*-%*7(%#(*%,7-#/%%A7(%)(8,-.%2%>(('%5,%*78*%<(8'(),%8.<%#(*%

,7-#,%?8.%#")?78,(%'5**(),%->%#"##5(,%>)-;%4-*7%'5?(.,(<%8.<%".'5?(.,(<%<-3%4)((<(),%8.<%*7()(>-)(%

*7($%?8.%;5F%'5**(),/%%&',-%9(',7%4)((<(),%,"##'$5.3%*7(%#(*%*)8<(%4$%,(''5.3%*-%<(8'(),%8.<%#(*%,7-#,%

<-%.-*%'5B(%*-%4(%5<(.*5>5(<1%2%,",#(?*%5.%,-;(%?8,(,%<"(%*-%*8F%(68,5-./%%%%%%

%

56!L&B!/+@!,!%=&/9#4!+$!*'9+A#'$#.!.&@!/=##.+'@!+'!:,9#$E!

!

2*%5,%*7-"37*%5*%5,%(G"8'%5.%.";4(),%8,%'5?(.,(<%<-3%4)((<(),1%*7()(>-)(%8%453%#)-4'(;/%%A75,%5,%<"(%*-%

*7(%;8.$%>8?*-),1%-.(%5,%'8?B%->%#)(;5,(,%4(5.3%5<(.*5>5(<%<"(%*-%4)((<(),%4(5.3%84'(%*-%,(''%'5**(),%->%

#"##5(,%*-%<(8'(),%8.<%#(*%,7-#,%I=7-%?8.%#")?78,(%8.<%,(''%#"##5(,%4$%4-*7%'5?(.,(<%8.<%
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".'5?(.,(<%4)((<(),J1%=7(.%#"##5(,%8)(%.-*%5<(.*5>584'(%*7($%8)(%.-*%8'=8$,%*)8?(84'(%48?B%*-%*7(%

4)((<()/%

%

%

A7(%8685'845'5*$%->%>)((8<%,5*(,%-.%*7(%2.*().(*%8.<%2.*().(*%#"##$%*)8<5.3/%C)((<(),%",5.3%;-45'(%

.";4(),%8.<%,-;(%>)((]8<%,5*(,%8''-=5.3%75<<(.%?-.*8?*%.";4(),%*-%4(%",(<%*78*%->>()%#)568?$%*-%

*7(%4)((<()N,(''()/%

%

!"##$%&'()*%

%

%
%

%
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%

&.%(.<5.3%*-%#"##$%>8);5.3%#'(8,(1%98'(,%,7-"'<%4(%*8B5.3%*7(%'(8</%%

2.%*7(%6()$%'(8,*%8%7";8.(%8##)-8?7%=75?7%5,%=(''%)(3"'8*(</%%

%
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+

Kennel Club and Welsh Kennel Club Response to  
the National Assembly for Wales Petitions Committee Consultation 

+
/012344.5+67+-(48+96:.21.;+*())+1<=+#8.+>.77.?+@?01A+

+

+
#8.+ >.77.?+ @?01+ B75+C.?D8+ >.77.?+ @?01+ E3D8+ 46+ ;.D,675+ 46+ 48.+ F6??6E37G+
,.434367+ H67D0?4B4367+ BD+ 3DD0.5+ 1<+ 48.+ !.434367D+ @622344..+ 6F+ 48.+ 9B4367B?+
IDD.21?<+F6;+CB?.D=++
+
‘We call on the Welsh Assembly to urge the Welsh Government to stage an 
independent inquiry into the enforcement of animal welfare standards in the 
puppy farming industry in South West Wales.  
+
This intervention and independent investigation is as a result of the
widespread abhorrence at the ease with which the licenses are issued and 
subsequent lack of enforcement. This abhorrence is creating an extremely 
negative image of Wales throughout Wales, the United Kingdom and 
internationally. It is our contention that the setting up of an independent 
inquiry is the only way forward and will go some way in restoring the 
reputation of Wales throughout the UK and Internationally. Hopefully it will 
also curtail the activities of unlicensed puppy farmers & their reprehensible
practices.’ 

1. Do you feel that the Welsh Government (or another body) should 
investigate the enforcement of animal welfare legislation in the dog 
breeding industry in South-west Wales?  
+
#8.+H0;;.74+?.G3D?B4367+3D+.7F6;H.5+46+B+:B;<37G+5.G;..+F;62+?6HB?+B0486;34<+46+

?6HB?+ B0486;34<A+ E348+ ,B;43H0?B;+ B;.BD+ 6F+ CB?.D+ 8B:37G+ B+ 1B5+ ;.,04B4367+ F6;+

B??6E37G+ J76E7+ 1B5+ 1;..5.;D+ 46+ H674370.+ 46+ 4;B5.K+ #8.+ >.77.?+ @?01+ E60?5+

48.;.F6;.+E.?H62.+B+H6074;<'E35.+;.:3.EK+

LB7<+ ?6HB?+ B0486;343.D+ B;G0.+ 48B4+ H0;;.74+ ?.G3D?B4367+ 3D+ 764+ B5.M0B4.+ 46+ 4BJ.+

B,,;6,;3B4.+BH4367+BGB37D4+07DH;0,0?60D+1;..5.;DK+!;6D.H0437G+3D+B?D6+80G.?<+

.N,.7D3:.+F6;+B0486;343.D+2.B737G+48B4+48.<+B;.+6F4.7+EB;<+6F+,0;D037G+HBD.D+

07?.DD+48.<+HB7+1.+D0;.+6F+B+H67:3H4367K+
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#6+ 483D+ .75+ 48.+ >.77.?+ @?01+ D0,,6;4D+ 48.+ ,;6,6DB?+ E34837+ 48.+ ;.H.74+ O6G+

P;..537G+ Q.:3.E+@67D0?4B4367+ G3:37G+ 37D,.H46;D+ 48.+ B13?34<+ 46+ 1648+ D0D,.75+

B75+ ;.:6J.+ B+ 1;..537G+ ?3H.7H.K+ C.+ H67D35.;+ 48B4+ 46+ 1.+ B+ D3G73F3HB74+

32,;6:.2.74+67+H0;;.74+?.G3D?B4367K+++

L.21.;D+6F+ 48.+>.77.?+@?01+IDD0;.5+P;..5.;+/H8.2.+ $IP/&+ B;.+ H0;;.74?<+

;.G0?B4.5+ 46+ B+ 83G8.;+ D4B75B;5+ 48B7+ 486D.+ D.4+ 37+ H0;;.74+ 6;+ ,;6,6D.5+ F040;.+

;.G0?B4367K+#8.D.+D4B75B;5D+B;.+37+48.+,;6H.DD+6F+1.37G+0,8.?5+B75+267346;.5+

1<+ 48.+ R734.5+ >37G562+ IHH;.534B4367+ /.;:3H.+ $R>I/&A+ B7+ 375.,.75.74+ B75+

;.H6G73D.5+ ;.G0?B46;<+ 165<K+ #8.+>.77.?+@?01+ 48.;.F6;.+2B374B37D+ 48B4+ D0H8+

1;..5.;DA+ E86+ H67F6;2+ 46+ B+ 83G8.;+ D.4+ 6F+ D4B75B;5D+ 37H6;,6;B4.5+ 37+ B+

;.H6G73D.5+ 1;..537G+ DH8.2.+ 48B4+ 3D+ ,;6,.;?<+ BHH;.534.5+ 1<+ B+ .N4.;7B?+ 165<+

D860?5+ H674370.+ 46+ 1.+267346;.5+ 1<+ DH8.2.+ 37D,.H46;D+ D0H8+BD+ 48.+>.77.?+

@?01SD+ IP/+ Q.G367B?+ P;..5.;+ I5:3D6;D+ 37+ 6;5.;+ 46+ F;..+ 0,+ B?;.B5<+

6:.;D4;.4H8.5+ ;.D60;H.D+ F6;+ 37D,.H437G+ 1;..5.;D+ E86+ FB??+ 604D35.+ D0H8+ B+

;.G32.K+ Q.?.:B74+ 37F6;2B4367+ H60?5+ 48.7+ 1.+ D8B;.5+ E348+ ?6HB?+ B0486;343.D+

37H?0537G+1;..5.;+5.4B3?D+D860?5+48.<+1.+D0D,.75.5+1<+B7<+D0H8+DH8.2.D+.4HK+

#8.+ >.77.?+ @?01SD+ ,;6,6DB?+ 3D+ D0,,6;4.5+ 1<+ !;6F.DD6;+ !B4;3HJ+ PB4.D67SD+
;.H622.75B4367D+ E34837+ 48.+ T75.,.75.74+ T7M03;<+ 3746+ O6G+ P;..537G+ *()(A+
E83H8+H34.5+ 48B4+ 48.+1.7.F34D+6F+ 48.+IDD0;.5+P;..5.;+/H8.2.+D860?5+ 37H?05.+
U0?432B4.?<+;.50H.5+?.:.?+6F+V6HB?+I0486;34<+37D,.H4367SK++

2. Do you feel that dog breeding licences are granted too easily? Do the 
requirements that need to be fulfilled before a licence is issued need to 
be tightened up?  
+
ID+ 2.74367.5+ ,;.:360D?<A+ 48.+ >.77.?+ @?01+ D..D+ 48.+ ,;61?.2+ 37+ ;.GB;5D+ 46+

1;..537G+?3H.7H.D+BD+H.74.;37G+B;6075+B+?BHJ+6F+;.D60;H.D+37+?6HB?+B0486;343.D+

B75+E35.?<+:B;<37G+?.:.?D+6F+.7F6;H.2.74+F;62+B;.B+46+B;.BK+V6HB?+B0486;343.D+

8B:.+ 1..7+ J76E7+ 46+ ;.3DD0.+ ?3H.7H.D+ E348604+ ;.BDD.DD37G+ 48.+ ,;6,.;4<+ 6;+

H8.HJ37G+48.+E.?FB;.+H67534367+6F+48.+56GDW+E348+?6HB?+B0486;34<+D4BFF+E348+?344?.+

6;+ 76+ J76E?.5G.+ 6F+ 56GD+ B75+ 1;..537G+ H62267?<+ 1.37G+ D.74+ 46+ 37D,.H4+

,;.23D.DK+

!66;+ M0B?34<+ ,;.23D.D+E8.;.+ ;.BD67B1?.+ H67H.;7D+ 8B:.+1..7+ ;B3D.5+ D860?5+

8B:.+B7+ 37H;.BD.5+ F;.M0.7H<+6F+ 37D,.H4367K+#8.+>.77.?+@?01+B?D6+H67D35.;D+

48B4+ 48.+ ?3H.7H.+ F..+ D860?5+ 1.+ D.4+ B770B??<+ 1<+ 48.+ C.?D8+ IDD.21?<+

X6:.;72.74K+V3H.7H.+F..D+:B;<+80G.?<+1.4E..7+?6HB?+B0486;343.D+.:.7+4860G8+

48.+B,,B;.74+H6D4D+B;.+D323?B;K+++

3. What are the barriers to the effective enforcement of animal welfare 
legislation in the dog breeding industry?  
+
I5.M0B4.+ F07537G+ F6;+ .7F6;H.2.74D+ 6FF3H.;D+ 3D+ .DD.743B?+ 46+ D0FF3H3.74?<+

32,?.2.74+ B732B?+ E.?FB;.+ ?.G3D?B4367K+ #8.+ >.77.?+ @?01+ E60?5+ B?D6+ ?3J.+ 46+
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;..2,8BD3D.+ 48.+ 7..5+ F6;+ 37D,.H4367+ 6FF3H.;D+ 46+ 1.+ 4;B37.5+ D6+ 48B4+ 48.<+ B;.+

B1?.+46+53FF.;.743B4.+1.4E..7+G665+B75+1B5+,;BH43H.K++

C.+B?D6+1.?3.:.+;.G0?B4367+D860?5+G6+F0;48.;+1<+;.M03;37G+1;..5.;D+46=+

-+ Y.B?48+ 4.D4+ 48.+1;..537G+134H8+ B75+ D405+ 56G+ F6;+ B7<+ 378.;34.5+G.7.43H+

53D6;5.;D+ ;.?.:B74+ 46+ 48.+ 1;..5+ D0H8+ BD+ 83,+ 6;+ .?16E+ 5<D,?BD3B+ B75+

378.;34.5+.<.+53D.BD.D+37+H.;4B37+1;..5DW+

-+ !;6:35.+E;344.7+B5:3H.+67+ F..537GA+E6;237GA+ D6H3B?3DB4367+B75+ 4;B3737G+

D,.H3F3H+46+48.+7..5D+6F+48.+,B;43H0?B;+1;..5W+

-+ !;6:35.+;.BD67B1?.+,6D4'DB?.D+B5:3H.+46+48.+,0,,<+10<.;W+B75+

-+ O;BE+0,+B7+B,,;6,;3B4.+H674;BH4+6F+DB?.+46+,;64.H4+48.+10<.;+B75+D.??.;K+

#8.D.+ B5534367B?+ ;.M03;.2.74D+ E60?5+ .7D0;.+ 48B4+ 764+ 67?<+ E60?5+ 48.+

322.53B4.+8.B?48+B75+E.?FB;.+7..5D+6F+ 48.+,0,,<+1.+2.4+104+B?D6+ 378.;34.5+

8.B?48+,;61?.2D+E60?5+1.A+E8.;.:.;+,6DD31?.A+B:635.5K+!0,,<+10<.;D+E60?5+

1.+,;64.H4.5+F;62+07DH;0,0?60D+1;..5.;D+1<+48.+,;6:3D367D+6F+48.+H674;BH4+6F+

DB?.K+#83D+?B44.;+,6374+3D+6F+48.+0426D4+32,6;4B7H.+BD+48.+H0;;.74+;.G32.+B??6ED+

,0,,<+ FB;2.;D+ 46+.N4;BH4+ ?B;G.+D02D+6F+267.<+ F;62+,0,,<+10<.;D+E348+:.;<+

?3234.5+ ;.H60;D.+ 46+ H67D02.;+ ?BE+E8.7+ 4837GD+ G6+E;67GA+ F6;+ 37D4B7H.+ 3F+ 48.+

7.E?<'BHM03;.5+,0,,<+;.M03;.D+322.53B4.+:.4.;37B;<+B44.74367K++

4. Do you feel that it should be compulsory for puppies to be 
microchipped prior to sale?  
+
#8.+ >.77.?+ @?01+ 1;6B5?<+ BG;..D+ 48B4+ B??+ ,0,,3.D+ D860?5+ 1.+ 23H;6H83,,.5+

1.F6;.+?.B:37G+48.+1;..537G+,;.23D.D+Z+D6+?67G+BD+48.+,0,,<+3D+764+;.'862.5+

1.F6;.+[\+5B<D+6F+BG.K+Y6E.:.;+E.+1.?3.:.+48B4+D62.+;.?3.F+D860?5+1.+G3:.7+

F6;+1;..5.;D+6F+,B;43H0?B;?<+D2B??+56GD+B4+48.+53DH;.4367+6F+B+:.4+6;+E8.;.+48.;.+

3D+B+H62,.??37G+2.53HB?+6;+E.?FB;.+;.BD67+764+46+56+D6K++

#8.+1;..5.;+D860?5+B?D6+1.+48.+F3;D4+;.G3D4.;.5+6E7.;+6F+48.+,0,,<+46+.7D0;.+

G;.B4.;+4;BH.B13?34<+B75+.7H60;BG.+1.44.;+E.?FB;.+D4B75B;5DK+

#8.+ >.77.?+ @?01+ B?D6+ 1.?3.:.D+ 48B4+ B??+ 56GD+ J.,4+ B4+ 48.+ 1;..537G+

.D4B1?3D82.74+D860?5+1.+23H;6H83,,.5+37+6;5.;+46+.7B1?.+1.44.;+.7F6;H.2.74+

6F+48.+?3234+67+48.+7021.;+6F+?344.;D+48B4+2B<+1.+1;.5+F;62+.BH8+134H8K+Y6E.:.;+

E.+;.H6G73D.+48B4+D62.+;.?3.F+D860?5+1.+G3:.7+46+,;6:35.+.N.2,4367+F6;+6?5.;+

B732B?DK++

5. How big a problem is unlicensed dog breeding in Wales?  
+
R7F6;407B4.?<+1<+48.3;+:.;<+7B40;.A+07?3H.7D.5+1;..5.;D+6F4.7+D4B<+ U075.;+48.+

;B5B;S+ B75+ 48.;.F6;.+ 34+ 3D+ 53FF3H0?4+ 46+ .D432B4.+ 48.+ DHB?.+ 6F+ 48.+ ,;61?.2K+

Y6E.:.;A+48.+>.77.?+@?01+E60?5+83G8?3G84+48B4+H0;;.74+,;61?.2D+37+CB?.D+56+
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764+ 7.H.DDB;3?<+ D34+ D6?.?<+ E348+ 07?3H.7D.5+ 1;..5.;DK+ LB7<+ ,0,,<+ FB;2D+ B;.+

?3H.7D.5+B75+E6;J37G+46+48.+1B;.+2373202+D4B75B;5D+6F+48.+?BE+2.B737G+48B4+

?6HB?+B0486;343.D+B;.+6F4.7+,6E.;?.DD+46+4BJ.+B7<+BH4367+BGB37D4+48.2K+++

The Kennel Club regards it of utmost importance to note that the 

funding and number of enforcement officers available to enforce such 

regulations have been reduced significantly in recent years. The Kennel 

Club would therefore encourage the Government to carefully consider 

how effective enforcement can be assured, and if there is a danger that 

it cannot, to consider alternative inspection schemes if these are 

properly accredited by a body such as UKAS. 

ENDS 

The Kennel Club and Welsh Kennel Club would be prepared to give 

evidence in person. 
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Dogs Trust Response to Call for Evidence on Dog Breeding from the 
National Assembly for Wales Petitions Committee 

Do you feel that the Welsh Government (or another body) should 
investigate the enforcement of animal welfare legislation in the dog 
breeding industry in South Wales? 

O6GD+#;0D4+:.;<+20H8+F..?D+48B4+48.+C.?D8+X6:.;72.74+D860?5+37:.D43GB4.+48.+
.7F6;H.2.74+6F+B732B?+E.?FB;.+?.G3D?B4367+37+48.+56G+1;..537G+3750D4;<A+764+]0D4+37+/6048+
CB?.DA+104+37+CB?.D+BD+B+E86?.K
+
T4+3D+G.7.;B??<+BHH.,4.5+48B4+48.+H0;;.74+?.G3D?B4367+67+48.+1;..537G+6F+56GD+3D+FB3?37GK++
#83D+3D+?B;G.?<+1.HB0D.+.7F6;H.2.74+BG.7H3.D+F375+34+53FF3H0?4+46+5.4.H4+2B7<+,.6,?.+
1;..537G+56GD+B75+48B4+48.+E.?FB;.+6F+1648+48.+1;..537G+D46HJ+B75+48.+,0,,3.D+HB7+1.+
B5:.;D.?<+BFF.H4.5+BD+B+H67D.M0.7H.K++#8.;.+3D+48.;.F6;.+B+G.7.;B?+:3.E+48B4+?.G3D?B4367+
D860?5+1.+;.:3.E.5K+++

Do you feel that dog breeding licences are granted too easily? Do the 
requirements that need to be fulfilled before a licence is issued need to be 
tightened up?  

O6GD+#;0D4+E60?5+BG;..+E348+48.+M0.D4367+48B4+56G+?3H.7H.D+B;.+G;B74.5+466+.BD3?<+37+
CB?.D+B75+48B4+48.+;.M03;.2.74D+48B4+7..5+46+1.+F0?F3??.5+1.F6;.+B+?3H.7H.+3D+3DD0.5+
7..5D+46+1.+43G84.7.5+0,+D3G73F3HB74?<K++@0;;.74?<A+?3H.7H.D+B;.+3DD0.5+1<+V6HB?+
I0486;343.D+104+M034.+6F4.7+,;.23D.D+B;.+764+,;6,.;?<+37D,.H4.5A+6;+37D,.H4.5+B4+B??A+
1.F6;.+B+?3H.7H.+3D+3DD0.5+6;+;.7.E.5+B75+48.+H;34.;3B+48B4+VISD+B;.+37D,.H437G+BGB37D4+
6F4.7+8B:.+76+H6;;.?B4367+46+48.+H67534367D+B75+E.?FB;.+6F+48.+134H8.D+1.37G+J.,4+6;+
,0,,3.D+1.37G+1;.5K++
+
T7+B5534367A+2B7<+H622.;H3B?+56G+1;..5.;D+B75+,0,,<+FB;2.;D+B;.+6,.;B437G+E348604+B+
?3H.7H.+B75+48.;.F6;.+764+H6237G+46+48.+B44.74367+6F+VISDK++!0,,<+FB;2D+B;.+
.D4B1?3D82.74D+E8.;.+56GD+B;.+1;.5+374.7D3:.?<+F6;+,;6F34+E348+?344?.+6;+76+H67D35.;B4367+
F6;+48.3;+E.?FB;.K+!0,,3.D+B;.+4;.B4.5+BD+,;650H4DA+2BDD+,;650H.5+37+6;5.;+46+H;.B4.+
2BN3202+,;6F34+F6;+48.+1;..5.;K+
+
@67534367D+B;.+6F4.7+H;6E5.5A+53;4<+B75+,66;?<+?34K++#8.+56GD+D?..,+67+1B;.+F?66;D+E348+
?344?.+6;+76+1.5537GK++#8.+1;..537G+134H8.D+8B:.+B+?344.;+B4+.:.;<+D.BD67+$4E6+?344.;D+,.;+
<.B;&+B75+B;.+J.,4+,;.G7B74+67+B+H67437060D+H<H?.A+70;D37G+?344.;+BF4.;+?344.;+0743?+48.<+B;.+
,8<D3HB??<+.N8B0D4.5K++
+
#8.+,0,D+8B:.+23732B?+802B7+H674BH4K+#8.<+B;.+0D0B??<+764+:BHH37B4.5+6;+4;.B4.5+F6;+
E6;2D+B75+?3J.?<+46+1.+4BJ.7+BEB<+F;62+48.3;+2648.;+1.F6;.+48.<+B;.+\+E..JD+6?5A+E83H8+
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3D+H67D35.;.5+1<+26D4+:.4D+46+1.+466+.B;?<K++#83D+FBD4+40;76:.;+3D+48.+J.<+46+.7D0;37G+48B4+
48.+1;..5.;+67?<+8BD+46+D,.75+48.+B1D6?04.+2373202+67+F..537G+48.+,0,DK+
+
T4+3D+483D+374.7D3:.+1;..537G+48B4+4<,3F3.D+B+1B44.;<+FB;237G+6,.;B4367K+964+B??+,0,,<+1B44.;<+
FB;2D+E3??+1.+67+B+G;B75+DHB?.A+B75+D62.+2B<+67?<+37:6?:.+B+F.E+
1;..537G+134H8.DK+Y6E.:.;A+48.<+E3??+B??+D8B;.+67.+H8B;BH4.;3D43HW+B+E3??37G7.DD+46+
H62,;623D.+48.+E.?FB;.+6F+48.+56GD+37+6;5.;+46+2BN323^.+,;6F34K++

+
+
What are the barriers to the effective enforcement of animal welfare 
legislation in the dog breeding industry?+

#8.+P;..537G+6F+O6GD+IH4+)_`-+EBD+48.+F3;D4+B44.2,4+46+H674;6?+56G+1;..537GK++#8.+IH4+
;.M03;.5+B7<+,.;D67+E348+26;.+48B7+F60;+56GD+HB,B1?.+6F+1;..537G+46+1.+?3H.7D.5K++
Y6E.:.;+2B7<+6E7.;D+6F+20?43,?.+56GD+8B5+76+374.74367+6F+1;..537GA+.:.7+4860G8+48.<+
8B5+764+8B5+48.3;+B732B?D+7.04.;.5K++@67D.M0.74?<+.7F6;H.2.74+6F+48.+?.G3D?B4367+EBD+
37.FF.H43:.K+
+
T7+B7+B44.2,4+46+32,;6:.+.7F6;H.2.74+B+G;60,+37H?0537G+E.?FB;.+H8B;343.DA+:.4.;37B;<+
6;GB73DB4367D+B75+648.;D+D,67D6;.5+B+!;3:B4.+L.21.;SD+P3??+48;60G8+,B;?3B2.74+48B4+
1.HB2.+48.+P;..537G+B75+/B?.+6F+O6GD+$C.?FB;.&+IH4+)___K++#8.+?3H.7D37G+;.M03;.2.74+
EBD+H8B7G.5+46+.348.;+6,.;B437G+B+10D37.DD+6;+1;..537G+26;.+48B7+F60;+?344.;D+37+4E.?:.+
26748D+37+B7+B44.2,4+46+5.4.H4+B75+?3H.7H.+26;.+1;..5.;DK++C348+48.+37H;.BD37G+0D.+6F+
2613?.+,867.D+F6;+48.+DB?.+6F+,0,,3.DA+34+3D+53FF3H0?4+46+0D.+48.D.+,B;B2.4.;D+46+5.4.H4+
07?3H.7D.5+1;..5.;D+B75+46+GB37+D0FF3H3.74+.:35.7H.+46+,;6D.H04.+48.2K

T4+3D+48.;.F6;.+D.?F+.:35.74+48B4+B44.2,437G+46+5.F37.+B+56G+1;..5.;+3DA+6F+34D.?FA+67.+6F+48.+
2B]6;+1B;D+46+.FF.H43:.+?.G3D?B4367+B75+34D+.7F6;H.2.74K++I732B?+E.?FB;.+H8B;343.D+B75+
648.;D+8B:.+F6;+2B7<+<.B;D+B44.2,4.5+46+.50HB4.+48.+G.7.;B?+,01?3H+B1604+86E+46+B:635+
,66;+M0B?34<+1;..5.;D+104+48.+07?3H.7D.5+3750D4;<+B,,.B;D+46+H674370.+46+48;3:.+37+D,34.K+
+
TF+48.+5.4.H4367+6F+B+D.?.H4367+6F+1;..5.;D+3D+48.+2B]6;+53FF3H0?4<+37+.7F6;H37G+?.G3D?B4367A+
48.7+34+D..2D+48B4+48.+67?<+D6?04367+3D+48B4+B??+1;..5.;D+D860?5+1.+J76E7+46+.7F6;H.2.74+
BG.7H3.DK++Y6E.:.;+34+3D+H?.B;+48B4+48.+1.44.;+;.G0?B4367+BG.75B+E60?5+764+BHH.,4+48.+
?3H.7D37G+6F+6HHBD367B?+6;+BHH35.74B?+1;..5.;D+BD+D0H8+B+2.BD0;.+E60?5+1.+E35.?<+
,.;H.3:.5+BD+5;BH673B7K Y6E.:.;+/.H4367+)-+6F+48.+I732B?+C.?FB;.+IH4+*((\+,;6:35.D+
,6E.;D+F6;+48.+IDD.21?<+46+53FF.;.743B4.+53FF.;.74+H?BDD.D+6F+1;..5.;D+1<+.7B1?37G+
;.G3D4;B4367+BD+E.??+BD+?3H.7D37GK++#8.+,;6,6DB?+3D+48.;.F6;.+48B4+B??+1;..5.;D+1.?6E+B+
48;.D86?5+D860?5+1.+;.G3D4.;.5+E8.;.BD+486D.+B16:.+D860?5+1.+37D,.H4.5K

Do you feel that it should be compulsory for puppies to be microchipped 
prior to sale? 

T4+3D+.DD.743B?+48B4+,0,,3.D+HB7+1.+.FF.H43:.?<+4;BH.5+46+48.3;+D60;H.K++I+FB3?0;.+46+1.+B1?.+
46+56+D6+3D+?3J.?<+46+;.50H.+48.+.FF3HBH<+6F+.7F6;H.2.74+BD+#;B537G+/4B75B;5D+B;.+?.DD+
B1?.+46+,;6:35.+.FF.H43:.+B5:3H.K++C.+,;6,6D.+48B4+B??+,0,,3.D+D860?5+1.+23H;6H83,,.5+
,;36;+46+DB?.+B75+48B4+FB3?0;.+46+56+D6+D860?5+1.+B+D,.H3F3H+6FF.7H.K++#83D+3D+B1D6?04.?<+
H;343HB?+46+B7<+,;6,6D.5+?.G3D?B4367+67+56G+1;..537GK
I7648.;+.DD.743B?+.?.2.74+6F+48.+,;6,6DB?+3D+B+;.M03;.2.74+46+37H?05.+48.+;.G3D4;B4367+6;+
?3H.7H.+7021.;+67+B7<+B5:.;43D.2.74+F6;+,0,,3.D+F6;+DB?.+6;+G3F4A+E8.;.:.;+48.+
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B5:.;43D.2.74+3D+,?BH.5K++/0H8+BH4367+E60?5+2BJ.+48.+5.4.H4367+6F+B??+1;..5.;D+.BD3.;+F6;+
.7F6;H.2.74+BG.7H3.DK++T4+B?D6+B??6ED+B+D32,?.+2.DDBG.+F6;+48.+,01?3H+,0;H8BD37G+B+
,0,,<+Z+48.<+20D4+BDJ+46+D..+48.+1;..5.;SD+;.G3D4;B4367+6;+?3H.7H.+7021.;K++/0H8+B+
D32,?.+2.DDBG.+3D+.BD3.;+46+H67:.<+48B7+B5:3H.+46+D..+48.+;.D4+6F+48.+?344.;+B75+134H8+
1.F6;.+,0;H8BD.K

T7+B5534367, O6GD+#;0D4+3D+HB??37G+F6;+H62,0?D6;<+23H;6H83,,37G+46+1.+374;650H.5+F6;+IVV+
56GD+1.HB0D.+34+.7B1?.D+48.+,;62,4+;.40;7+6F+D4;B<D+B75+48.+4;BH.B13?34<+6F+,0,,3.DK+
+
!.;2B7.74+35.743F3HB4367+6F+56GD+3D+,;32B;3?<+B+E.?FB;.+3DD0.+.78B7H37G+48.+;.40;7+6F+
D4;B<+56GD+46+48.3;+6E7.;+$67?<+8B?F+6F+56GD+F6075+B;.+;.40;7.5+46+48.3;+6E7.;+B75+-[a+6F+
486D.+0D37G+48.3;+23H;6H83,&K++P04+34+B?D6+,;6:35.D+0D.F0?+.78B7H.2.74+6F+35.743F3HB4367+6F+
56GD+B75+48.3;+6E7.;D+F6;+648.;+.N3D437G+?.G3D?B4367K+
+
@62,0?D6;<+23H;6H83,,37GA+HB7+F6;+.NB2,?.A+,;6:35.+B+D6H3.4B?+1.7.F34+37+BDD3D437G+37=++
+

§+ ;.40;737G+G.7037.+D4;B<+56GD+46+48.3;+6E7.;D+DE3F4?<++
§+ ;.37F6;H37G+6E7.;DS+;.D,67D313?34<+B75+2B<+5.4.;+D62.+3;;.D,67D31?.+6E7.;D+F;62+

,0;H8BD37G+B+56G%+
§+ 4;BH37G+,0,,<+FB;2.5+56GD+1BHJ+46+48.3;+1;..5.;D+
§+ ,;6:3537G+D0HH.DDF0?+,;6D.H04367D+37+;.?B4367+46+5B7G.;60D+56GD+?.G3D?B4367+B75+

56G+B44BHJDA+1<+8.?,37G+46+35.743F<+1648+48.+56GD+37:6?:.5+B75+48.3;+6E7.;D+
§+ 5.B?37G+E348+6E7.;D83,+53D,04.D++
§+ ;.50H37G+37H35.74D+6F+56G+48.F4++

+
How big a problem is unlicensed dog breeding in Wales? +
+
#8.+@62,B7367+I732B?+C.?FB;.+"78B7H.2.74+/H8.2.+$@IC"/&+5B4B+F6;+56G+1;..537G+
35.743F3.D+7.B;?<+*A(((+.D4B1?3D82.74D+37+CB?.D+48B4+B;.+1;..537G+56GDK+#8.+13GG.D4+
G;6E48+37+7021.;D+3D+37+48.+.N.2,4+HB4.G6;<+48B4+3D+486D.+6,.;B46;Db6E7.;D+6F+1;..537G+
56GD+48B4+B;.+.N.2,4+F;62+;.M03;37G+B+?3H.7H.+BD+,.;+48.+?.G3D?B4367K+
+
O6GD+#;0D4D+1.?3.:.D+48B4+37+B5534367+46+07?3H.7D.5A+?B;G.+DHB?.+,0,,<+FB;2D+E83H8+B;.+
H?.B;?<+B?;.B5<+B+80G.+,;61?.2A+48.;.+3D+48.+,64.743B?+F6;+B10D.+6F+48.+D<D4.2+1<+486D.+
.N.2,4+F;62+37D,.H4367+48B4+2B<+1.+1;..537G+-+46+%+?344.;D+,.;+<.B;K++
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PET(4)-01-12 p14a 

P-04-343 Prevent the destruction of amenities on common land - 
Anglesey 

Petition wording 

 

We call upon the Welsh Government to examine ways to prevent the 

destruction of amenities on common land, including for example the Marian 

Common in Llangoed, Ynys Môn. 

Petition raised by: JE Futter 

Petition first considered by Committee: 15 November 2011 

Number of signatures: 156 
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PET(4)-01-12 p15a 

P-04-330 A Welsh-language Record in our Assembly 

Petition wording 

We are concerned about the status and use of the Welsh language in the 
National Assembly. Welsh is now an official language in Wales, and we are 
very proud of this development. Nevertheless, the decision to allow the 
Record—a document of the highest symbolic importance—to become, 
essentially, a monolingual English document, after having been entirely 
bilingual since 1999, runs counter to this development and denigrates the 
official status of the Welsh language. 

We therefore call on the National Assembly for Wales to return to a policy of 
providing a fully bilingual Record, so that the people of Wales can read the 
Assembly’s proceedings in their own language, be that Welsh or English. 
This is a matter of principle and of respecting the fundamental linguistic 
rights of the people of Wales. 

Petition raised by: Catrin Dafydd 

Petition first considered by Committee: September 2011 

Number of signatures: 1,334 

 

Supporting information: 

As an Assembly member you will be aware of the decision made during the 

third Assembly to cease the production of a fully bilingual version of the 

Record of Proceedings (Cofnod), and of the fact that the decision was 

unpopular among the public in Wales as well as with Assembly Members 

from all parties. I'm writing to you as a member of Cymdeithas yr Iaith 

Gymraeg, to ask you to support the return to a policy of providing a fully 

bilingual Cofnod so that the people of Wales can choose to read the 

Assembly proceedings in their own language, whether it is English or Welsh. 

We have written to the Commission and the Llywydd on this matter and we 

would be grateful if you could add some extra pressure.  

Welsh has now been confirmed as an official language in Wales through the 

Welsh Language Measure 2011, something we welcome most warmly, as do 

you I'm sure. The decision to let the Cofnod – a document of huge symbolic 

importance – to now become a mostly English-only document after it has 

been thoroughly bilingual since 1999 goes against this development and 

tramples the official status of Welsh in Wales. 

We all heard recently that the level of Welsh spoken in the Assembly has 

deteriorated significantly, and I'm sure you would wish to address this 

Agenda Item 4.9
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problem. We have no doubt that the lack of a bilingual Cofnod contributes 

towards this problem, since a bilingual context is needed in order for the use 

of Welsh to feel natural in the Chamber and elsewhere. There is a risk that 

the Welsh language will become no more than an ornament and a tokenism 

in the Assembly. This would undermine the language throughout Wales. 

The lack of a bilingual record is a matter of concern to us and other people 

from all over Wales have said they wish to campaign on this matter. We 

understand also that the Welsh Language Board is investigating the matter 

under the Welsh Language Act 1993. If the Assembly itself cannot comply 

with its Welsh Language Scheme, what hope is there for other organizations 

throughout Wales? 

We understand there is an intention to present a Bill to protect the Welsh 

language in the Assembly. This is a much-needed step and we will be 

keeping a keen eye on those developments. However, ensuring a fully 

bilingual Cofnod will be a basic requirement of the rhetoric of a 'truly 

bilingual organization' that is so often used with no consideration for what 

this means. A bilingual record is needed as a starting block, and other 

developments built upon that. This is a matter of principle, respecting the 

linguistic rights of the people of Wales at the most basic of levels. 

Lastly, I would like to remind you: when the Assembly first stopped 

producing a bilingual Cofnod, members of all parties came together to voice 

their concerns and sought to ensure it would continue in a fully bilingual 

format. I therefore urge you to reverse the decision taken by the previous 

Assembly regarding this crucial matter. 
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PET(4)-01-12 p15b 

Extract from Assembly Commission Meeting Minutes 
Thursday, 24 November 2011 
Item 2 

At its meeting on 14 July 2011, the Commission agreed to consult on a 
draft National Assembly for Wales (Official Languages) Bill and 
Bilingual Services Scheme and to provide a translated Record of 
Plenary Proceedings subject to a sustainable arrangement being found 
at reasonable cost. 

Following the pre-legislative public consultation, officials had analysed 
the responses, which related to both the draft Bill and Scheme. 
Respondents had suggested a number of revisions to both the Bill and 
Scheme. The effort made to encourage participation in the 
consultation was noted and the responses were welcomed by the 
Commission. 

The Commission decided that a duty to provide a fully bilingual Record 
of Plenary Proceedings would not be included on the face of the Bill. 
The other proposed revisions to the draft Bill were agreed. The 
Commission considered the possible revisions to the Scheme and 
made a number of suggestions which they asked officials to reflect in 
the revised draft. 

Consideration was given to the comments made during the 
consultation in relation to the Record, and to investigations 
undertaken into the latest technological developments to assist with 
translation services.  

The Commission decided that from January 2012, the written record of 
plenary proceedings would be published, within five working days, 
with English language contributions translated into Welsh and vice 
versa. This would be achieved using a combination of machine 
translation and proof reading, with in-house control and editing to 
ensure that the published Record met the Assembly’s existing 
standards in terms of style, consistency and quality. Precise cost would 
depend on a range of factors including the speed at which 
technological advance increases the accuracy of machine translation 
but would, in any case, not exceed £95,000 per annum.  

The revised draft Bill, supporting Explanatory Memorandum, and 
proposed Scheme would be introduced in January 2012. 

Rhodri Glyn Thomas AM was authorised by the Commission to be the 
Member in Charge of the Bill. Commissioners thanked Rhodri Glyn 
Thomas AM and officials for the work undertaken to date. Rhodri Glyn 
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Thomas AM also thanked the Welsh Language Board for the assistance 
it had provided. 
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PET(4)-01-12 p16a 

P-03-144 Guide Dogs for the Blind Petition 

Petition Wording 
 

We, the undersigned representatives, petition the National Assembly 
for Wales to lay specific responsibility on local authorities to be aware 
of their duties under the Disability Discrimination Act and Disability 
Equality Duty, and comply with them by not creating town centres, 
high streets and residential streets with shared surfaces that 
discriminate against blind and partially sighted and other disabled 
people, effectively excluding them from the street environment. 

 

Petition raised by: Guide Dogs for the Blind 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: June 2008 
 
Number of signatures: 10 
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Briefing for the Petitions Committee discussion on shared space 
15.11.2011  

From: The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association (Guide Dogs)  

Prepared by:

Andrea Gordon 
Public Policy Manager, Wales 

The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association  
Building 3, Eastern Business Park
off Wern Fawr Lane 
St Mellons 
Cardiff 
CF3 5EA 
Website: www.guidedogs.org.uk

Introduction 
Guide Dogs’ vision is for a society in which blind and partially sighted 
people enjoy the same freedom of movement as everyone else. Our 
purpose is to deliver the guide dog service and other mobility services, 
as well as breaking down barriers - both physical and legal - to enable 
blind and partially sighted people to get around on their own terms. 

Shared surface streets are where the road and pavement are built at the 
same level, removing the kerb, and with cars, buses, cyclists and 
pedestrians sharing the same surface; sometimes controlled crossings
(such as pelican crossings) are also removed.  The scheme is said to 
work through reliance on eye contact to negotiate priority. 

Guide Dogs believes shared surface streets create issues for many 
groups of people including -  

·! Guide dog owners and long cane users, who use the kerb as 
navigation clue to know where they are in a street, and who are 
unable to make eye contact with drivers of vehicles or cyclists.  

·! Disabled and elderly people, who have to share the same space 
with noisy and intimidating vehicles and bicycles,.

·! Young children who no longer know where they can safely cross 
the road. I.e. without a kerb, how do they know where to stop?  

"#$%&'()*(*+!,*-.
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Update on shared surface streets in Wales 

Guide Dogs and our partners have had some success in raising 
awareness of our concerns around shared surface streets in Wales:  In 
Cardiff, for example, we work closely with the council through its Access 
Officer, and the Cardiff Access Focus Group (CAFG).  The CAFG is 
made up of local disabled people with a shared interest in the city, and in 
particular issues that affect their access to public facilities such as 
transport, shopping, libraries, and the many new developments   in the 
city. This positive dialogue has resulted in some exemplars of inclusive 
environments such as the new layout in High Street, where tactile and 
colour contrasted paving has been used to separate areas where 
vehicles can go from those where they cannot, so pedestrians feel safe.   

Sadly, however, this good practice is not common place, and in our 
recent submission to the Enterprise Committee, (below), we give 
examples of what happens when, in spite of excellent high level 
commitment to equality of opportunity and engagement, (and the new 
equality legislation), disabled people, and, in particular, blind and 
partially sighted pedestrians, are excluded from consultation processes 
and ultimately put in danger by changes to the public realm.  

We wish to make the Committee aware that our work on shared 
surfaces continues, and that even in time of such financial constraint, 
retro fitting of measures to protect vulnerable pedestrians cannot be 
ruled out.  We would, of course, recommend that this is avoided by a 
commitment from local authorities to early and inclusive engagement, 
and the development of streets that are safe and accessible to all 
pedestrians. 
  
Extract from our submission to the Enterprise and Business Committee 
begins here: 

Enterprise and Business Committee enquiry into the regeneration 
of Town Centres 

Terms of Reference 

The terms of reference for the inquiry are: 

·! What approaches have been followed to successfully deliver and 
finance the regeneration of town centres in Wales? Are there 
lessons to be learned from elsewhere? 
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·! How does the Welsh Government use the levers at its disposal to 
assist in the regeneration of town centres in Wales? 

·! How are the interests and activities of communities, businesses, 
local authorities and Welsh Ministers identified and coordinated 
when developing and implementing town centre regeneration 
projects? 

Response to point 1 from Guide Dogs 
  

1. The roles the Welsh Government and local authorities play in 
the regeneration of town centres. 

In this regard, we would draw the Committee’s attention to the Heads of 
the Valleys Regeneration Strategy, “Turning Heads”.  This is an example 
of an over-arching strategy which should inform regeneration projects 
and so it is interesting to note what the Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) has to say about how this should happen. 

“Turning Heads: A Strategy for the Heads of the Valleys 2020’ outlines 
the vision for the Heads of the Valleys regeneration work, in the context 
of the Wales Spatial Plan. It defines Equal Opportunities as a core 
element of the work and makes a firm commitment to dealing 
‘…proactively with barriers to participation and success’ and to not 
discriminate against any individual or group.”

The EIA goes on to say, 

“All activities involve partnerships with different organisations. For 
example, town centre funding is directed through local authorities. 
Regeneration activity also takes place in partnership with the third sector 
and through consultants. Ultimately the stakeholders are the residents, 
potential residents and visitors to the area.”
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Unfortunately, we have examples of where consultation and 
engagement, within the Heads of the Valleys area, is not taking place. A 
public consultation on plans to regenerate the centre of Aberdare was 
undertaken by Rhondda Cynon Taff Council in June 2011. A month 
before, a meeting was held with a group of blind and partially sighted 
people where specific issues of concern were identified and minuted. 
The consultants engaged by the Council, Capita Symonds, were 
represented, and the minutes record heated debate about proposed 
shared surface areas for pedestrians and vehicles and unsegregated 
pedestrian and cycling routes through the town. 

The proposal to reduce some kerbs to 25mm upstands met with strong 
opposition from the group.  Blind and partially sighted people rely on 
kerbs to tell them where the footway ends and the road begins, so when 
kerbs are reduced to this extent, or taken away completely, as in shared 
surface streets, blind and partially sighted pedestrians can wander into 
the path of vehicles without being aware of the danger.  The Capita 
Symonds consultant did agree to report back, but when the public 
exhibition was held the 25mm kerbs were still there on the plans. 

To date, no specific feedback has been given to the group, and the 
engagement process, such as it was, is clearly flawed:  The meeting 
referred to here was held far too late in the planning process; the plans 
presented were all in print with no accessible alternative versions even 
discussed; the public exhibition, which a local Guide Dog Owner went to 
on behalf of the group, was entirely inaccessible and based on complex 
plans displayed on boards attached to the wall of the church where the 
exhibition was held. This made explaining the proposed new 
development even harder:  The detailed explanation required to describe 
the plans was hampered by the physical inaccessibility of the diagrams 
and pictures set up, as they were, for maximum visual impact.   

We would therefore have no hesitation in stating that the consultation 
process was tokenistic and fruitless, and that engagement, as required 
under the Council’s equality duties, failed.  It is significant that no EIA 
had been considered, so it is hard to see what influence the “Turning 
Heads” strategy had on the process.  

Sadly, there is a similar situation taking place in Abertillery, where 
changes to the town centre mean that local blind and partially sighted 
people are afraid to walk their usual routes unaccompanied.  
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“It’s a regular walk for me and my dog, and since they started working 
there the contractors have been very helpful, taking me around all the 
obstructions and lorries.  Now they’ve moved to another spot, I can’t 
manage it on my own, and I have to get my wife to come with me.  
That’s ridiculous, I’ve got a dog to be independent, and I didn’t know 
they were turning it into a no-go area for me!”
Mr N, Guide Dog Owner, Abertillery. 

We close this point with another extract from the “Turning Heads” EIA:

Consultation with Equalities Groups 

“It is our responsibility to ensure that the views of men and women, 
disabled people, people from different ethnic backgrounds, with different 
religious beliefs (including non-belief) and different sexual orientation are 
taken on board and responded and used to influence our decision 
making. We recognise that there is a need to identify gaps in our activity 
where consultation or involvement with equalities groups is not currently 
taking place.  

Those gaps may be filled by undertaking our own consultation activity or 
by involving disabled people as part of our work directly. However they 
may also be filled by working with Local Authorities or other partners to 
ensure that they are able to provide us with information about how they 
have sought the views of different equalities groups and responded to 
the different needs identified. 

The evidence suggests that input from consultation activity with 
excluded groups should inform the development of, 

Master Plans, Equality Statements (see SP1) and HARPS.  

In addition to this all documentation including for example grant offer 
letters, project proposal forms should be reviewed for inclusion of 
productive equality and diversity actions. This would ensure not only that 
the issue of consultation and involvement is addressed but that the 
process is used to develop productive outcomes and that commitment to 
doing so becomes contractual.”
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PET(4)-01-12 p16c 

P-03-162 Road Safety in Llanspyddid 

Petition wording 

We, the undersigned, hereby petition the Welsh Assembly Government 
to improve road safety in the village of Llanspyddid, Brecon, Powys 
through implementation of traffic calming measures such as a 
reduction in the current speed limit, improved roadside lighting and 
improved signage on the A40. 
 
Petition raised by: Llanspyddid Residents Association 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: November 2008 
 
Number of signatures: 67 
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P-03-261 Local Solutions to Newtown Traffic 
Congestion 
 
Petition wording 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh 
Government to defer a decision on the proposed bypass of Newtown 
until it has developed and trialled a set of sustainable measures in the 
town itself to address traffic congestion. 

Petition raised by: Gary Saady 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: January 2010 
 
Number of signatures: 37 

 
Supporting information:  

Two thirds of the traffic on the A483/A489 corridor in Newtown is 
local.  

The measures to address traffic congestion on the A483/A489 should 
include those designed to make better use of road space, such as: 

• traffic management measures to reduce conflicting movements 
at junctions  

• dedicated lanes in Pool Road and Llanidloes Road for traffic 
turning right to industrial and retail premises  

• co-ordination of traffic lights  

They should also include measures designed to promote alternatives 
to car travel, such as:  

• a redesigned town bus network serving supermarkets & 
industrial estates, and avoiding the A483/A489 where possible  

• a 15 minute interval town bus service  

• a footbridge across the River Severn connecting the 
Llanllwchaiarn river path to Pool Road  

• promotion of cycling and walking  

We recognise that there is currently a problem caused by high vehicles 
diverting through residential areas in order to avoid the low railway 
bridges on Dolfor Road and Llanidloes Road. This can be solved by the 
following measures: 

• raising the railway bridge on the Llanidloes Road  

• construction of a link road from Dolfor Road to Heol Ashley in 
the Mochdre Industrial Estate  
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P-04-319 Newtown Traffic Petition 

Petition wording 

 
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to: 

1. Install a roundabout at the Kerry road junction and, if flow improves, 
reinstate a permanent roundabout. 

2. Issue an early start date for construction of a Newtown Bypass and for 
works to be fast-tracked through to completion. 

 

Petition raised by: Paul Pavia 

Petition first considered by Committee: June 2011 

 

Number of signatures: 10 (an additional petition collected approximately 

5,000 signatures) 
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Paper from the Minister for Local Government and Communities 
 
PET(4)-01-12 p16g 
 
Petitions Committee 
 
Date: 10 January 2012 
 
Time: 10:30 – 11:00 
 
Title:  Evidence Paper to the Petition Committee on Petitions P-03-144   
 Shared Spaces, P-03-162 Llanspyddid and P-03-261 Local 
 Solutions to Newtown Traffic Congestion and P-04-319 Newtown 
           Traffic  
 
 
Introduction 
 
This paper provides information and updates the Committee regarding three 
petitions; P-03-144 on Shared Space, P-03-162 on Road Safety in 
Llanspyddid and P-03-261 on Local Solutions to Newtown Traffic Congestion.  
 
P-03-144 GUIDE DOGS FOR THE BLIND – SHARED SPACE 
 

1. In June 2008 the Guide Dogs for the Blind submitted a petition asking 
the National Assembly for Wales to lay specific responsibilities on local 
authorities to be aware of their duties under the Disability 
Discrimination Act and Disability Equality Duty, and comply with them 
by not creating town centres, high streets and residential streets with 
shared surfaces that discriminate against blind and partially sighted 
and other disabled people, effectively excluding them from the street 
environment. 

 
2. The petition has been kept open by the Committee pending the 

publication of Local Transport Note 1/11 – Shared Space – by the 
Department of Transport. This was published in October and focuses 
on shared space in high street environments and it places particular 
emphasis on stakeholder engagement and inclusive design. 

 
3. This Local Transport Note is a guidance document for local authorities 

in England and other practitioners involved in the planning, design and 
provision of shared space streets.  Its development was informed by a 
two-year research project in which a wide range of interested parties 
was involved, including the Guide Dogs for the Blind  

 
4. In 2009, the Department for Transport published an appraisal report on 

shared space.  It concludes that shared space schemes, including 
those with shared surfaces, as implemented in the UK have no more 
casualties than conventional layouts, or that particular groups, 
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including disabled people, are injured more frequently following their 
introduction. 

 
5. Further research was carried out to build on the appraisal report and 

develop the guidance.  This included a number of case studies of 
existing shared space streets.  

 
6. The guidance has not been formally adopted by the Welsh 

Government as there are some important differences in the statutory 
equality provisions for Wales which need to be determined before we 
can endorse this advice note.  Work on this is ongoing.  

 
7. Until more evidence is forthcoming on the effects of the shared space 

schemes already implemented across the UK, the Welsh Government 
will not be developing such schemes on roads within our jurisdiction.  
We would expect local authorities to take full account of the needs of 
all stakeholders, especially vulnerable road users, in taking these 
schemes forward on their own roads. 

 
 

 
P-03-162 – Residents of Llanspyddid - Road Safety in Llanspyddid 
 

1. In November 2008 Residents of Llanspyddid submitted a petition 
asking the Welsh Assembly Government to improve road safety in the 
village of Llanspyddid, Brecon, Powys through implementation of traffic 
calming measures such as a reduction in the current speed limit, 
improved roadside lighting and improved signage on the A40. 

 
2. Following the concerns raised by the community the Welsh 

Government undertook the Raglan – Llandovery Trunk Road A40 
Llanspyddid Preliminary Investigations study which reviewed the trunk 
road environment through the village to determine if measures were 
required in accordance with highway authority guideline to improve 
safety. A copy of the report was submitted to the Petition Committee in 
October 2011. 

 
3. The report recommended that there should be on the trunk road 

visually enhanced junction signing and lining, yellow backed junction 
ahead warning signs with “reduce speed now” plates and ARAF/SLOW 
road markings on a red patch 100 metres from the junction with the 
side road.  

 
4. This work was completed in 2011. Road conditions will be monitored to 

assess the outcome of these improvements and to identify if further 
measures are required. 

 
5. The need for improved lighting was considered as part of this study. 

The accident data available for Llanspyddid did not indicate any 
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specific road safety issues related to night-time collisions or lighting, 
therefore the study did not recommend changes to lighting.  

 
 

P-03-261 Local Solutions to Newtown Traffic Congestion 
 

1. In January 2010, Garry Saady, a resident of Newtown, submitted a 
petition of 37 signatures calling for the National Assembly for Wales to 
urge the Welsh Government to defer a decision on the proposed 
bypass of Newtown until it has developed and trialled a set of 
sustainable measures in the town itself to address traffic congestion. 

 
2. In March 2010, the Petitions Committee considered an update to this 

petition as the petitioner had submitted additional information.  In May 
2010, the then Minister responded to the Petition Committee in detail to 
the specific points raised by the petitioner.  

 
3. The preferred route was announced on 13 October 2010.  

 
4. Subject to the successful completion of the statutory consent 

procedures and the availability of finance construction is programmed 
to start late 2014/early 2015. 

 
P-04-319 Newtown Traffic  
 

1. In June 2011, Paul Pavia submitted a petition of 10 signatures calling 
upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to: 

 
a) Install a roundabout at the Kerry Road junction and, if flow    
 improves, reinstate a permanent roundabout.  

 
b) Issue an early start date for construction of a Newtown Bypass 

and for works to be fast-tracked through to completion. 
 

2. In June, the Petitions Committee wrote to the Minister for Local 
Government and Communities asking for comments.  The Minister 
responded in July 2011 with a letter outlining the concerns about 
reinstating a roundabout at the Kerry road junction. 

 
3. Subject to the successful completion of the statutory consent 

procedures, and the availability of finance construction, the bypass is 
programmed to start late 2014/early 2015.   
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